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Favorable Prospects for Sheep.
Never were the prospecte brighter foi
the sheep raiser than at the present
time. Throughout the East and central
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West the demand is fur breeding ewea
MAINS.
NORWAY.
for establishing new docks. Farmers
in ever; part of the country are coming
OJicc Hour»—» to 12—1 to 4.
to realize that sheep growing is a profitable adjunct to their farm operations.
r. SMITH.
It is indeed a good indication that farmers are mindful of the fact that livestock
Attorney at Law,
production is the surest and most reliaJÛAINE
NORWAY,
ble method of farming. Several years
Collection» a Specialty
Home Block.
ago many farmers disposed of their
sheep, thinking they could maintain the
PARK.
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fertility of their land without live stock,
but experience has taught them a good
Attorneys at Law,
lesson and to-day the demand for dock
MAINS.
material is primarily from these farmers
BSTHSL,
Sllery C. P*rk.
or some of their neighbors, who from
Addleon Ε. Herrtck.
observation are fully convinced that the
only way to maintain the average soil in
&
J. H.
of fertility and insure a
a high state
profit is to raise on their farms all the
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live stock the land will properly sustain.
35 High Street. Houth Parti, Maine.
The great tendency of the sheep raisTelephone 111-12.
ing industry the past twenty-five years
has been Westward. Farmers of the
Maps and Plan· made to order.
East and central states felt they could
·■'
a of the tlmberlands and pocket maps of
not afford to produce wool and mutton
nub for «aie.
Publishers of the Atlae of Maine.)
in competition with the western producer. because of the fact that the large
unclaimed pasturing areas of the West
furnished unlimited amounts of high
class pasture for grazing purposes much
cheaper than could be produced on land
Me.
Main
St.,
Norway,
14
suitable for grain growing, but the last
few years have witnessed a great evolution in the live stock producing enterprise. The West is fast dividing up
those former large pasturing areas and
directing attention to general agriculture,
thus driving the live stock industry
back eastward and into the hands of the
small land owners. It is now self apparent that the wool and mutton supply
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of the future must come from the farm
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instead of the ranch.
Much of the land throughout the East
and central West for the past score
years has been growing grain. The land
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is well reduced in available fertility.
Owners of these lands are desirous of
turning their attention to some nature of
stock raising to not only increase the
fertility of the soil, but to produce more
profit from their land. I do not believe
any kind of live stock is better suited tu
restore these lands to their normal producing state and at the same time return
There is una fair protit than sheep.
questionably going to be a strong demand for years to come for fiock prodIt will require a very small outucts.
lay of capital to fence these farms for

A E-sy Mcdioiae for Baay People.
Br -g·: G.iios Hîsith tad Renewed Vigor.
sheep growing purposed compared to
••niie f τ Constipation, Indigestion. Liée
A
what it would require for horse raising
ν Troubles. Pluipl^e. Eczema, Impur·
''.! Breath. Sluggish Bowels, H»adache or dairying.
Most of the land that has
1 war he
It's R >cky Mountain Tea in tahbeen utilized for grain growing
formeriy
r.
1
bo*.
made
cent
a
Genuine
f
■.
b..
rt::t I>r ·> Company, Madison. Wis.
purpose» is better adapted to sheep husthan any other kind of live stock
GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR CALLOW PEOPLE bandry
production, because of the fact that the
soil is not in a high state of fertility and
is not capable of producing good growth
of pasture. Then, too, most of the
farms are poorly equipped with buildings, making it necessary in case other
kinds of live stock raising are taken up
to involve a considerable outlay of capital that would not be necessary if sheep
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raising-was adopted.
The prospects are indeed favorable
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r
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He was
second thought.
stunned by the consideration that the
promulgation of tbe news in tbe letter
meant his loss of Echo Allen. He dissembled. thongh as yet be was not able
to tell an outrlgbt fnlsebood:
"It's a letter telling me that I may
expect to receive enough money in a

damning

men who have nerves of steel
nod muscles of Iron. A round, boyish
face, twinkling blue eyes and flaming
red hair gave him an appearance of Innocence entirely at variance wltb hie
personality. A vein of sentiment made
him all the more lovable. His associate·- rancttr», men of tb# plains,

fleshy

That President Roosevelt wu In no
in calling attention to the need of
conservation in the case of plant food in
soils is plain to every one who has had
experience with soils. There is no need
for statistics; all that is required, I
Novelized From Edmund Day's Melodrama
think, is an exercise of common sense.
and
one
who
crops
reaps
Any
plants
knows that it is ruinous to the soil to
keep on taking away without ever putting anything back.
Copyright. 1908. by G. W- Dilllntfhun Co.
American soils have been abused.
down
in
order
The woods have been cut
t° get them out of the way, and the soils
h letter aud none of tbem for receivrobbed. I have been told by people
tCOKTIWUKD.]
ing one. Unpractised In writing, his
who have lived out West that the farmThe household was again Increased
compositions were -crude In
epistolary
ers so little understood the use of maa few years later by the generous rethe extreme, being wholly confined
nure that they have dumped it in any
from
hole or out-of-the-way place to get rid of sponse of the Aliens to an appeal
to bald statements of fact Had be
it. The English farmer never thinks of a children's aid society In an eastern been as tender on paper as he was In
mar
to
two
orphaned hie words and accents when he kissed
city to give a home
trying to raise crops without first
nuring his land; and nu doubt one rea- brothers. Iticbard and Henry Lane. away her tears at parting her regard
of
son for the high fertility
English Dick and Buddy (shortened In time to
for him would hare had fuel to feed
farms is found in the old custom of Bud», as
they were called, belug taken on and might hare kindled Into genulandowners to stipulate in the terms of
to
themselves
adapted
young, quickly
As it was, she was forced
ine lore.
tenancy that no hay or manure shall be
their new environment and by the
sold. This provision is meant to act as
to admit that in comparison with the
had
manhood
at
arrived
time they
a check on unscrupulous tenants who
brilliant university men with whom
proved themselves the equals of any she conversed Dick Lane Intellectually
may be tempted to impoverish the land.
The landowner is looking for a per- cowboy on the range in horsemanship
was as quarte to dlamoud.
petual rent, and it is to his interest to and kindred accomplishments.. Dick,
On the other hand, she contrasted
In this the elder brother, was a steady, relisee that the soil is not robbed.
m*nlicountry the soil-robber found his heav- able fellow, modest as he was brave Dick In the essential point of
ness
most favorably with tbe malt
en, for when he felt that the land was
and remarkably quick witted and re- |
beginning to make demands, he Bold out sourceful In emergencies. He gave bis butterflies of socletv that hovered
around her. What one of them was
and moved to "pastures new."
How pernicious is that word "inex- confidence over readily to his fellows, so essentially chivalrous as the westhaustible"! Surely it is unfortunate that but if ever be found himself deceived ern man—so modest, so self sacrifiethe department of agriculture should withdrew It absolutely. It was problnç, so brave and resolute aud retry to tell us that the plant food in soils ably this last characteristic that at- sourceful? Dk-k Lane, or Jack Payis "inexhaustible." Our "inexhausti- tracted to him Echo Allen's especial
sou, for that matter, lu all save the
ble" forests are estimated to hold timregard, for It was also her distinguish adventitious
points of education aud
ber enough to last us for another 30
act
have
to
"You
squarû
got
ing trait.
years. Many kinds of animals and fish with Echo," her father was wont to culture was the higher tyi>e of manthat have provided furs or food and
hood, and Jack, at least. If not poor
innumerable and inex- say. "for If you don't you'll never Dick, c-ouid hold his own In mental
once seemed
haustible are now well nigh extinct. make it square with her afterwnrd."
artistic
and
peroeptlou with the
Bud was a generous hearted, impetuAnd so surely and certainly as 2 from
brightest, most cultured of Harvard
β leaves 4, any soil is the poorer by tak- bus
to
afboy, who responded warmly
ing a crop off it and returning nothing fection. He repaid his elder brother's graduates.
to it.
care with a loyalty that
Let me quote a little from an address protecting
bounds. The colonel, who
by Dr. Cyril Q. Hopkins of Illinois, knew no
given before the American Society of was a strict disciplinarian, frequently
Agronomy at Cornell University last punished him in bis boyhood for wayJuly· Dr. Hopkins says that the plowed ward acts, and the little fellow made
soil (7 inches deep) of an acre of the no resistance—only sobbed in deep pen
Illinois corn belt contains 1190 pounds itence. Once, however, when Uncle
of phosphorus. For 100 bushels of corn
Jim, a3 the boys and Polly called him.
a year the total supply of phosphorus is
to apply the rod to
sufficient for 70 years. In the most felt compelled
abundant soil type in seven counties of Dick—unjustly, as it afterward appear
southern Illinois, the total supply of ed—Bud burst Into a tempest of pasnitrogen, to a depth of 40 inches, is sionate tears and. leaping upon the
sufficient for less than 60 such crops of rolonel's back, clung there, clawing and
The total supply of potassium in etrlklng like a wildcat, until Allen was
corn.
the peaty swamp lands (7 inches deep)
forced to let Dick go. It Is shrewdly
would be sufficient for 41 years. He
Indicative of the colonel's character
food
of
amounts
"The
on:
plant
goes
did he refraiu from pun·
referred to represent neither the so-call- that not only
when
ed available plant food, nor the acid lshintr Bud on that occasion, but
soluble portion, but the absolute total Hoggings were subsequently due the
contained in the soil strata mentioned. little fellow laid on the rod less heavAs the result of hundreds of
ily out of regard for the loyalty to his
analyses of soils and crops, we know brother he had then displayed.
that the average common prairie and
This attack also won the admiration
upland timber soils of Illinois contain
who was somethlug of
about 2000 pounds of total phosphorus of Polly Hope,
chemical a spitfire herself. A little jealous of
with
and
equal
acre-foot,
per
and mathematical accuracy we know Dick for the chief place he held in
that a hundred such crops as we are now Bud's affection, she openly claimed
growing on our richest and best fertil- the younger brother as her sweetheart
ized lands remove from the soil about and
attempted to constitute him her
2000 pounds of phosphorus. A thouthough with repeated discourknight,
rewould
such
of
sand years
cropping
for Bud was a bashful lad
agements,
conof
phosphorus
quire every pound
had a true affection for
tained in our average soil to a depth of and. though he
the
boylike concealed It by show
error
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If there are hundreds of square miles of rude iudifferencc.
of depopulated soil in China that were
The tender relations of these boys
exhausted long ago, that one object- and
girls persisted naturally luto
for
the
world;
lesson should be enough
manhood and womanhood. No
young
of
hundreds
other
square
why exhaust
love passed between Dick and
miles? Truly it is time to think of con- word of
when the "nesi
servation, and I think Mr. Roosevelt Echo until that time
a
used his position to some purpose in ing impulse," the desire to have
Besides all the other home of his own, prompted the young
this relation.
South Paris, Maine.
well understood. I recently visited a things that have been mentioned as man to go out into the world and win
farmer who last year purchased sixty subjects for conservation, there is an- his fortune. For a year he had acted
Most
ewes to lay the foundation of a breediug other that I have not seen listed.
work
as foreman of the Allen much,
fi >ck. The ewes were purchased of a of the population of civilized countries
in neighborly co-operation with
ing
The
sewers.
FOR
(lock owner who had been keeping sheep live in cities. Cities imply
of Sweetwater raucb, a
for a number of years and who well un- products of the land go to the cities, so Jack Payson
hie own age. The two
about
the
of
had
man
of
the
man,
new
derstood them. The
agency
purchaser
that, through
of comformerly beeo an extensive grain grower. products of the lands are made to ffow young men became the closest
On looking this farmer's fiock over I re- in a continuons and ever-increasing rades. When the fever of adventure
marked, "This ha* been rather a poor stream down into the sewers and into seized upon Lane aud he became disit quickl) absorbed.
This waste should in some satisfied with the ploddlug career of a
season for sheep, having been very dry." the sea.
Cues Relief at Once.
The farmer turned to me and replied, "I form be returned to the land.—R. Baron mortI: cleanses, soothes,
wage earner, Paysou Insisted
will
sell
ton in Country Gentleman.
am sick of my sheep deal and
;tls auil protects
Sweetwater ranch for 13,000
gaging
than
I
less
a
head
a
dollar
every oue for
a
".·■
diseased mem·
and in lending Dick the mouey for
Is Winter Dairying a Failure?
paid for them." Now, the difficulty
aie resulting fr<>m Catarrh anil drives
in the mouutaina of
into
had
was
he
prospecting
with
this
farmer
the
gone
year's
of
Restores
dairy
The plan of milking part
iy aCoM iu the Head quickly.
search of a fabuFull size sheep too heavily, not having had any herd during tbe winter months when Sonora, Mexico, in
ie Senses of Taste and S:nelL
in
theresheop.
handling
in
than
summer,
lously rich "lost mine of the Aztecs."
milk brings more
LiqSid previous experience
cts. »t Druiiyista or by mail.
Ue had lost a large per cent of his by haviug an income all the year round,
Traditions of lost mines are plentiful
(' »in Balai for use in atomizers 75 cts.
were badly run
A trial of this plan lu Arizona aud uortbern Mexico. First
to many.
L Hrothers, 5'» Wurren Stre· t. New Yor1.:. lambs, and the ewes
appeals
down in tlesh, not having been supplied shows that, frum a herd of twenty-six
of
taken up by the Spanish invaders
with any supplementary forage during cows, a part of them winter milkers, I
the native Indians,
from
ago
300
HWIHI
K,
years
(
E. W.
the season. I would not advise auy paid uut for grain alone $18.04 per cuw,
have passed down to each subsefarmer to go into sheep at first too ex- aud my returns were $18 80 per cow. they
Influx of white meu. The directensively.—Cor. Drovers' Journal.
This is for the six months from October quent
tions are always vague. The inquirer
t<> April when milk averaged 31 74 per
to any
Corn Exhibit at Dairy Conference. 100
pounds. The grain fed was only cannot plu bis Informant down
For the purpose of encouraging the sufficient to keep the cows in good con- definite data. Over the mountains alI will (urnlsh DOORS and WINDOWS of en?
in dition and
SUe or Style at reasonable prices.
produce a full flow of milk. ways lies the road. Hundreds of lives
growing of superior strains of corn
the state of Maine, the Maine Dairy- This winter, with a few milkers, the have been sacrificed aud cruelty uumen's Association will offer the follow- grain ration was reduced, but it was
paralleled practiced upon innoceut
ing premiums to be competed for at the found necessary to increase it to keep
men, women and children by gold
which will the cows in fair condition.
Conference,
State
next
Dairy
If In want of any kind of Finish fox I η slue 01
is seekers in their lust for conquest
this
something
of
will
in
December
year.
be
held
say
Lum
probably
Pine
Many
<>uul<le work, send In your order·.
Milk Prosperous Indian villages have been
U:r and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.
wrong with my methods or herd.
LIST OF PREMIUMS.
of adis weighed two days every week, and laid waete, and whole bands
CLASS I.
of each cow, and any that venturers have gone into the desert in
records
3d.
kept
2U.
let.
and Job Work
does not come up to standard is dispos- search of these mines, uever to return.
and exhibit*·! by » boy IS
ed of. Barn is well ventilated and lightWhen the time for Lane's departure
00
Sale.
#3.0C
$5.00 $3
Matched Pice Sheathing for
years of age or under.
ed. Grain is purchased in quantities at came Echo wept at the thought of losCLASS II.
lowest cash prices, mostly wheat, bran,
comK. W.
Best slmr'e ear lllnt corn,
ing for so long a time the close
Ajax and meal. Roughage is ensilage,
rrown and exhibited by a
and the sym·
Cows have panion of her childhood
2 00 l.ot 1 clover bay, oat and pea hay.
3.00
or
under,
of
Is
West Sumner.
age
boy years
pathetic confidant or ner youiniui
more than average farmer's attention.
CLASS III.
Dick, 1c
Milk is sold at best price for the section. thoughts and aspiration·.
Best tea ears dint corn crown
5.00 S.00 2 01
and exhibited by a man,
It is very plain that grain is expensive whom friendship for Echo bad loni
CLASS IV.
and milk cheap. The condition of tbe before ripened into conscious love, took
Beet single ear flint corn grown
farmers is a subject of muoh discussion. her tears as evidence that she wae
,
l.w
3.00
8.00
and exhibited by a man,
Are they philanthropists, supplying a
similarly affected toward him, and he
CLA.SS V.
to the community at less than
necessity
allowed all the suppressed passion oi
Best ten ears of lllnt corn
winter
of
Tbe
of
price
cost
production?
established as a distinct
his nature full vent lu α declaration ol
2 0 * milk will never be more until they are
00
00
3
9
Maine variety,
The girl was deeply moved by
love.
of
the
cost
out
to
production
able
figure
This premium is open to competitioi
of the heurt of α strouj
the
make
revelation
the
this
to
let
Look for
refuse
buyers
and
by «11 persons within the state. An;
what it costs man inude tender as a woman's by u
to
without
regard
W ben you are troubled with your
b<
not
will
price
one entering in this class
her own humble
eye». Have your eyes examined
them to produce it.
power ceuterlug in
permitted to enter in classes I and III.
by DR. ΡλΚΜΕΝΤΕΚ.
Our fathers were fortunate in not self, and, being utterly without expert
class τι.
lit
aad
idea.
Optician
Special
knowing about this winter milk
ewe of the emotion even in its protec·
Best Are «talks a'lage corn,
Come here. Consult me.
5 00 3.00 10
They got results from the sweet past- the form of calf love, which Is tht
any name·! variety,
Maine.
with
farms
their
Norway,
for
and paid
This special work in connection wit) ures,
Va ET THE SUUB-OS.
varioloid of the genuine affection, she
at from
money made from cheese sold
the dairymen's association was com
through sheer sympathy thai
not
imagined
a
go
cents
Why
six
to
five
pound.
menced last year through the kindnes
So she asseiit
his passion
shared
old-time
she
dairying,
tbe
to
back
good
of Dr. Geo. M. Twitchell of Auburn
nature gives the best balanced ra- ed with maidenly reserve to bis plet
when
to
b<
who offered special premiums
tion that will produce a larger quantity that she promise to unirry him whec
competed for by boys. This offer drev of
Watchmilk, wbioh, at the prevailing prices, he should returu and provide a boni»
15 yeirs expert
out a large number of exhibits and prov
will surely give more satisfactory re· for her. Her more cautious mother se
maker with
ed one of the features of the dairy coo
th > suits?—Cor. Country Gentleman.
vote
cured α modification of this pledge bj
Kennird A Co , Boston. ference and lesuited in a workby
and t >
:>s<«;ciation to continue the
limiting the time that Echo should
same
the
for
offer extra premiums
Fancy Prices for Apples.
wuit for him to one year. If nt the ex
stimu
added
an
All Work
has
received
The move
No one need give themselves much pirntlou of that period Lnue did not
,
a
corn
expcsitloi
that
fact
the
lus from
Guaranteed.
Yankee fruit growers returu to claim her promise or did uoi
th 9 uneasiness but
is to be held io New England during
on to what is for their
th f will quickly catch
write making satisfactory arruugc
entering
All
1910.
of
fall
persons
own interest in the matter of selling
,
A lit'le out of the way contest for
for continuuuce of the engage
rnents
been
any of the above premium
their fruit.
They never have
re
Echo wus to be considered fret
but it pays to walk.
meut
will be required to file with the sec
ovei
of remaining long stupid
informatio accused
This to uiarrj whom she chose.
tary upon the entry blank
an opportunity for getting money.
Ο EUS,
WATCHES. CLOCKS as to the variety and name of corn plan! matter
Soon after Laue's departure Mrs
box apples is com·
of
priced
high
ο f
amount
and
AND JEWELRY.
ed, kind of soil, quality
a new thing, over which th«
Allen persuaded the colonel to «eue
paratively
c f
date
of
date
planting,
fertiliser used
fruit growers in tbe new fruit districts Echo east to a New England flnlnhlnj
With Dr. Parmenier, Norway, Maine.
;
harvesting and per oe;it of corn full y of the Nor1, h west have got a little the school i'or
girls, where her motbe;
as t n
statement
a
also
general
matured;
tbe Yankee to gel
trust
But
start.
Lam
for
love
cf
hoped that her buddlug
preparation of soil and cultivation
there in short order. Maine growen
ml^ht be nipped by the frigid atmos
crop.
are already on the scent, though shrewd
]
wi
who
of intellectual culture, If not. In
It is desired that all persons
phere
it,
about
much
said
not
have
I
yet
sha 1 iy they
toi
by a saving Interes 1
w
deed,
that
supplanted
states
Item
news
agree to enter for these premiums
A St. Albans, Vt.,
furnish to the secretary of the aesooii L. a farmer in Shelburn in that state hai In young uieu In general and perbupi
soo q
tion their names and addresses as
an order from London, Eng.,
In some particular scion of a blui
that a recor j received
M the oorn Is planted, so
w™
for thirty barrel· of fanoy eating blooded Boston family.
calling
names
the
and
published. apples, each apple wrapped in paper, a!
can be made
Τ be plan succeeded In part only
Orou 0
Τ be College of Agrloulture at
ft r 118 a barrel.
one
The companionship of her schoolfcl
to
applying
any
will fnrnisb
seed corn I ο
lows, her music and art lessons, he
seme a sample of desirable
With the approach of spring ever]
ο
sufficient quantity for trial and all wh
books (during the limited periods al
who li
the
of
name,
farmer
ο
t
worthy
'
will give the corn a trial are urged
of health anc I lotted to serious study and reading
fair
a
of
degree
possessed
apply at once.
to renew th< and, above all, her attrition at recep
becomes
eager
strength,
Lkon S. Mebbill, Secretary.
AMP AU TWO*T AWPLUMTBOflBtES.
1
luring partnership with Mother Earth ii tlons with another.order of men thai
e production of the fruit of the soil
tli
of
that she had known In the rough, un
qPABAITllD ΒΑΤΙΒΓΑΟΤΟΒΤ
the
that
yield
There is no doubt
of tt e There is something in the wooing of the
OB VOVXT MOrgHDIDL
cultured west occupied ber mind s
farms can be increased bj means
humat
the
fare ι- new soil life that appeals to
fully that poor Dick Lane, who wa
knowledge placed in reach of the
Bat to farm skillfull y mind.
a thought of Echo Allen li
ere by science.
putting
order, as d
We Do all Kindt of....
of his pick, received onl;
blow
;
requires ability of a highfinancial
never
every
a
little
is
oow
pu
off,
When a
coi ιuiily Improved social ana
Jonr I the scrap· of her attention.
e her milk in with thereat—Farm
tfc
in
sucb
JOB PRINTING.
ability
will
dit'.ons
keep
nal.
Dick hAd ftw opportunities to n*J 1
small scale and gradually increases his Hock as be gains experience
in handling sheep and his farm will permit. Many failures in sheep raising are
brought about from going into the business too hastily and not gaining experience of how to manage sheep along as
the fiock increases. Sheep are not difficult stock to successfully manage when
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diving Out?

WORD, "ΠίΚΧΗΑΟβΤIBLE."

THAT PERNICIOUS

Democrat.

I

;

"/ can't betir to sec you go."

At the end of the year she catne
bark home to await Dick's return from
tiie wilds of Mexico. There was great
cnxiety about his safety, for Geroulmo. attacked by Crook in the Apache
Ktmnghold of the Touto basin, bad esraped to the mountains of northwestmi

Mexico with his band of fierce Chi-

ricahuas.
Now. Dick Ijine had not been heard
from in this region. When be neither
made appearance nor seut a message
upon the day appointed for his return,
his brother, Bud. was for setting out
Instantly to find hltu and rescue him

soldiers and the
ers

month or so to pay off the mortgage.
Now your brother's debt needn't trouble yon nny longer, Bud."
"That's
"Whew-w!" whistled Bud.
great! Where does It come from?"
"Oh, from an old friend that I lent
But,
the money to some time ago.
say, Bud, there's another matter I
want to talk with you about. You're
got to shake Buck McKee. I're got it
straight that he is the worst man in
Arizona territory—yes, worse than an
Apache. Why. he has been with

and frequentbarroom-respected

owners

of the frontier

him greatly.
"He's square as Slim" was the best
recomincndntlim ever given of a man
lu that region.
Pinal county settlers had made Slim
sheriff term after term because be was
the one citizen supremely fitted for

Judge should

His duties
be present.
ended when he brought In his

prisoner.

Hoover's rule had been marked by
the tainlng of bad men In Florence
and a truce declared In the guerrilla
warfare between the cattlemen and
the sheepmen on the range.
Sllm's seemingly superfluous flesh
was really of great advantage to him
It served as a mask for his remarkable athletic abilities and so lulled the
outlaws with whom he had to deal
Into a false sense of superiority and
security.

Slow and lethargic In his ordinary
movements, in an emergency he was
bottom of all this!" And he snatched
quick as a panther, never falling to get
for the letter In Payson's hand.
the drop on his man.
Tbe ranchman quickly thrust the
Furthermore, his fat exerted a ben-1
Into tils pocket. The Injustice
missive
in
eflclal influetice on his character
Bud's reflections on his former ackeeping him humble minded. Being of
to his uneasy conscience
the most popular man in the county, tions gave
he desired for Justifyhe would probably have been swollen Just that pretext
His cause
course.
with vanity had .there been any space ing his present
and unworthy, he whipped
weak
being
frame.
his
In
for
It
huge
left vacant
a high'
He was especially admired by the I up his indignation by adopting
tone and overbearing manner, even
women, but was at ease only in the
demeaning himself by using his
company of those who were marBud's employer to crush
ried. It was his fate to see the few tlon as
man.
Indeed, at the end of
girls of the region, with every one of younger
which ensued he had well
whom by turns he was In love, grow the scene
convinced himself that be bad
up to marry each some less dltlident nigh
been most ungratefully treated by Bud
wooer.
I
to save the
"Dangnatlon take it!" he used to while sincerely attempting
the companionship of a fiend
from
to
boy
enough
"I
don't
spunk
eav.
git up
cut a heifer out o' the herd until some- in human guiee.
No matter who told me, young
has
roped her an* slapped
body else
exclaimed. "I got it straight,
his brand on to her. Talk about too man." he
and you can take It straight from
many Irons In the Are! Why. I've only
the You either give up Buck McKee or
Kot one, an' It's bet up red all
Sweetwater ranch. Snake in the
time waltln* fer the right chanct to leave
he cried, working himself up
use it but somehow 1 never git It out I grass!"
"It is you. unfalse passion.
o· the coals. What's the use. auyhow? Into
who are sinking the serboy.
grateful
man."
a
fat
loves
Nobody
tooth into tbe hand that would
Slim was inordinately puffed up by pent's
have
shf
you. I tell you now that
helped
which
Polly's preference for him,
I Intended to make you foreman,
showed by all sorts of feminine tyran
Charley is an older
nies, and he was forced continually though Sagebrush
It was for Dick's
and better man.
to slap his huffe paunch to remind himsake I would have doue it."
self of what he considered his d s
he
"No," Bud burst forth, "tur your
"Miss Polly,
abling deformity.
It would
conscience's sake!
would apostrophize the absent lady, guilty
have been to pay for stepping iuto
a volcano of
what
know
don't
"you
Dick's place in the heart of a faithless
sect bin' Qery love this here mountain
o\er.
Keep your Job. I'm through
walkln
girl.
that
is
you're
of flesh
Some day I'll erupt an' Jest eternally with you."
And. leaping on his horse. Bud rode
calcify you If you don't look out.
to rejoin Buck McKee
The sheriff took no stock In Buck furiously back
McIveelK professed reformation and I in Florence.
Jack Payson's purpose was now
was greatly worried over the Influence
to suppress Dick Lane's letter
he had acquired over Bud Lane, who cinched
Echo Alien was Irrevocably
had before this been Sllm's protege. until
to him in marriage. He argued
Accordingly he readily conspired with Joined
that she loved him. Jack
with
himself
between
relations
the
off
her to break
Payson, yet so loyal was she by nathe former outlaw aud the young
ture that If Dick Lane returned before
horse wrangler, but thus far had me
the wedding und claimed her she
with uo success.
!
would sacrifice her love to her sense of

posi-ί

the!

Payson, feeling himself absolved by

duty.

the death of Dick Lane from all obligations to his friend, began openly to
woo Echo Allen, but wltho.it presuming upon the revelatlou of her love for
lilm which she had made at his proposition to go Into the desert to Lane's
rescue. She resi>onded to his courteous

i

type^

Payson

|

Florence these days."
"Too bad about Bud consorting with
The owner of Sweetwater ranch, was fixed nine months ahead.
for
while
accepting McKee's account,
"It will fall in June." said the ol«4 that rustler. I've bad to tire him
could not wholly forget the ba· fellow, who knew exactly how to han- it"
Well you are a good
"Fire him?
breed's former evil reputation and was dle bis fractious wife, "the month
reserved In his reception of the ad- when swell folks back in the cast do friend! Tulk about meu's loyalty! If
Why. come to womeu threw men down that easy
vances of the ex-rustler, wbo waa anxall their bltcbin' up.
Warm hearted, think of It, It was the very month I you all would go to the bowwows too
ious to curry favor.
Impulsive Bud, however, whose fra- ran off with you iu, though I didn't fast for us to make dog biscuit. Now,
ternal loyalty had Increased under bis know then that we was elopin' so I've settled Buck McKee's hash by
bereavement to the supreme passion strictly accordin' to the book of etl- puttin' Slim Hoover wise to tliut
Ob, I'll bring Bud
of life, took the insinuating half breed kwet"
tongue elittiu'.
around, all right, uil right, even if
Into the aching vacancy made by bla
men that ought to be bis friends go
CHAPTER III.
brother's death. The two became boon
buck on him."
first Instinctive thought of a
companions, to the great detriment of
McKee
"But, Pollykins"—
the younger man's morals.
man reveals his innate characthe moral
"Don't you girlie me, Jack Payson.
had plenty of money, which he spent
ter; those that follow,
i'm a woman, an' Pm goin' to be a
nature that he bas acquired
liberally, gambling and carousing in
Polly waa wild through environment and circum- married oue, too, in spite of all you do
company with Bud.
out
That Jack Payson whs at to Bud. Yes, slrrcc, bob! I've set
wltb Indignation at her sweetheart'· stances.
I'll marry
desertion and savagely upbraided birr bottom a good man Is shown i>y his to make a man of blm, an'
bis hiui to do it if he ain't a dollar to his
for his conduct whenever they met first emotion, which was joy, and
the name.
But money 'd make it lots
which, as may be Inferred, grew lesi first Impulse, which was to impart
He wus savin'
receiving quicker an' easier.
In revenge sbi
and less frequently.
glad news to everybody upon
that up till be run In with Buck McKee."
made advances to auother man wb( 1 the letter from Dick Laue telliug
come home.
A sudden thought struck Payson.
had long "loved her from afar."
he was alive and soon to
Bud
Here was a way to dispose of Dick
This was William Henry Harrlsot He was in his house at the time.
the packet
.ane's money when It came.
Hoover, aherlff of the county, knowi Laue had just brought In
1 of mall from Florence and was riding
"All right, Mrs.. Bud Lane to be
as "Slim" Hoover by the bumoroui
of Joy which Promise not to tell Bud, and througl
propensity of men on the range to giv« away. Jack uttered a cry
to the you I'll scou make good to him many
nicknames on the principle of contra brought the young man back
asked Bud. But times over the foreman's wages he's
It?"
Is
man li 1 door.
"What
fattest
the
was
he
for
rles,
Us lost It'a money that'· coming from
Jack had already bad time for
Pinal county. Slim waa on· of tho*

purposed expedition.

lovers, and the date of the wedding

THE
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Jack! But I know what you rneunhe's too free handed.
Well, he'll be
surin' as a trade rat until we get our
Δη' I'll manage the
home paid for.
checker business when we're married.
No more poker an' keno for Bud.
Thank you, Jack. 1 always knew you

WiM <Dr@®tor®s,

knock the performance of the table- all over her back.
When they get big enough to take
ware us silly as—well, as 1 am talking
I'm living iu u dream—a mid- care of themselves the Surinam toad
now.
summer night's dream such as jt>u babies Just Jump out of their mother's
were reading to me."
back pockets and go about their own
"The lunatic, the lover and the business. The walls of the depressions
In the mother's skin, having nothing to
poet." qaoted Echo suggestlrely.
From the bunk fill them any more, gradually level
Dusk was falling.
bouse rose the tinkling notes of a down even with the rest of the skin
After a few preliminary a*aln. and there Is only left the smooth
mandolin.
chords the player, a Mexican, be,.mi back of the mother toad. These facte
The distant about the Surinam toad are some of
a love song in Spanish.
chi uti'S of nil* the most curious and Interesting In
sion belU sounded softly on the
evening air.
Jack and Kcho
sat down upon
the steys of the
piazza. Jack con
tinueil the strain
of his thought.
Iuit lu a more
sorli tu vein:
"Echo, I'm so
happy that I am

me.'

This would ruiu her life, he
reasoned, and be. could not permit it.
There was honesty in this argument,
but he vitiated it by deferring to act
upon the suggestlou that naturally
arose with it: Why, then, uot take Jim
Alleu, Echo s father, to whom her hapwas the chief purpose ill life,
advances as frankly and uaturall} as I piness
iuto coniideuce iu regard to the matof
wooing
to
the
bud
gentle
a
opens
1 here will be time euough to tell
ter.'
the April sun. Softened by her grief I
before the wedding, he
colouel
the
as
for L>lck as for a departed brother
In
the meautime something
thought.
the flower is by the morning dew, the
baiipen to Dick, aud he may
petals of her affection opened and laid might
'Ihe never return. He U certain not to get
bare her heart of purest gold.
back ahead of bis money.
Into a
dlCldcut
expanded
girl
gentle.
After tbe time ihut tbe uote secured
her
of
conscious
powwoman,
glorious
the mortgage fell due the young
by
was
she
that
and
ers Hud proud
happy
ranchman had already secured two exwoof
function
fulfilling the highest
of It for three months each.
mauhood—that of lovlug and aiding tensions
He now arranged a third and began
with her love a noble umu.
for the sale of some of his
Jack Payson, however, failed to get negotiating
next
flow- cattle to take up the note at the
sudden
this
for
credit
the
proper
ard of all that makes for manhood.
"I can't take th·
time of payment.
charm.
and
Echo's
of
beauty
Plausible objections could not be ering
money from Dick," he thought, "evea
were ascribed to her years
urged against his sacrificing himself These
If he does owe It to me. aud yet if I
lier
aud
the
proud
east,
With an Irresistible schooling In
for his friend.
It It will be like buylug Echorefuse
lu
the
way
was offended by
impulse she cast herself upon his mother
paying for stepping into Dick's place/
the young rauch·
she
which
see
accepted
to
bear
"I
cannot
and
said,
breast
What to do
"You hold yourself as Bud expressed It.
mau's advunces.
yon go."
events will decide."
she said. "It Is at least don't know. Well,
too
arms.
her
cheap,"
Payson gently disengaged
And by this favorite reflection of the
It Is what Dick due to the memory of poor Dick Laue,
"I must. Echo.
moral coward Jack Payson marked tbe
was
dead,
he
that
safely
now
his
In
whom,
would do for me If I were
lowest depths of his degradaUon.
of
a
luto
perfect
she Idealized
place."
That nfterooon Payeon rode to Mien
uuu
However, wune I u.vsi/ii auu
When Payson Hacienda to see Echo and to sound her
were preparing for their depnrture long as you did blui."
this delay by upon her feelings toward Dick Laoe.
Buck McKee a pea red In tho region and reasonably objected to
He wished thoroughly to convince himwas fully able to
be
tlmt
out
been
bad
Lane
Dick
tbnt
pointing
rejtorted
self that be, Jack Payeon, held -comuot
had
Lane
beeu,
as
wltb
a
told
wife,
He
support
killed by the Apaches.
six
assent,
Echo's
with
met
bad
and proposed,
plete away over her heurt. Perhaps
convincing details bow he
Mrs. he might dare to put her love to the
Lane αβ eoch was returning from a months us the limit of waltiug,
trust his friend hud
successful prospecting trip In the Allen resorted to her old expedient- Uat and fulfill the
imposed ou htm by giving her Dick's
Ghost range and bow they had sank tears.
You are golug to take letter.
"Boohoo!
their differences In standing together
Payson overtook Polly riding slowly
against an attack of the Indians. He away my only daughter!"
She
The colonel, however, though he bad on her way homo from Florence.
extolled Dick's bravery, relating how.
"Has sbe met
severely wounded, he had stood off the loved Dick Lane as if be were bU barely greeted blin.
Bud, aud bas be been slurring me?'
own son, was delighted to thu bottom
savaged to enable himself to escape.
He checked bis pacing
When he handed over Dick's watch of bis hospitable soul thai it was a be thought.
half walk, of
to Echo— for he hud learned on his re- man not already in the family circle horse to the hulf trot,
ber Inturn that she was betrothed to Lane— who was to marry Echo, especially Polly's mount and, ignofiug
ber.
no
to
Jack
her
like
from
fellow
lover,
talking
token
last
a
a
was
began
civility,
as
royal
when be
"Did you see Bud in Florence'/"
So he arranged a comprodoubt remained In the minds of his Payson.
and
his
story,
bearers of the truth of
"Yep. Couldu't help it. 111m an'
mise between the time proposed by
and Bud Lane gave up tbelr Mrs. Allen and that desired by the Buck McKee are about the whole of

If he «ere in difficulties.
Then It was that Echo Allen discovered the true nature of her affection
for her lover—that It was sisterly regard. differing only In degree, but not
In kind, from that which she felt for
his brother. She joined with Polly in
opposing Hud's going, urging his recklessness as a reasou. "You are certain
to be killed." she said, "and I cannot
Jack Payson, for
lose you both."
whom Bud was working, then came
forward and offered to accompany him
and keep within bounds. Again there
was a revelation of her heart to Echo,
one that terrified her with a sense
of disloyalty. It was Jack she really
loved, noble, chlvalrlc. wonderful Jack
Payson, whom, with a southern girl's
intensity of feeling, she had unconsciously come to regard as her stand-

were

Many baimehlnv, r.r> toads and
frogs are letrnedly railed, show a care
for their young tLst uilght well be a
was square."
Polly's sincere praise of his "square- Ie:»son to human |*.rents. One of the
ness" was the sharpest thrust possible str ui Test f living creatures Is a toad
Well, foitid In Surinam. It Is about the size
at Payeou'e guilty conscience.
he resolved to come as ucar being of our common pirden toad, but not
Geronimo, torturing and massacring equare aud level as he could, lie had even as handsome ns tint Is. When
ho Surinam motlwr toad lays her eggs
lone prospectors and robbing them of told half truths to Bud aud Polly; he
their gold."
would preseut the situation to Echo ns the male takes them In his paws and
If puts them up η the female's baek,
"That's a lie. Jack Payson. and you a possible though not actuul one.
know it!" cried the hot headed young Polly were wrong aud Echo loved him sticking them fast there by a sort of
"It was Buck McKee who stood so much that she would break the glue, which also covers them like a
man.
word she pledged to Dick Lane, then coating. The Surinam toad's skin is
he would confess all. aud they would half an Inch thick and very soft and
do what could be doue to make It right flexible.
As the eggs grow they push their
with the discarded lover.
Echo, observing from the window way Into the loose skin and make dewho was Polly's companlou, run out to pressions that In time come to Ik? like
Jack,· with a cry of Joy. lie looked real pockets. Wherever the mother
meaningly at Polly. She said: "Oh. toad travels or Jumps she carries these
give uie your bridle! I kuow how pocketed eegs upon her beck till they
Jack leaped to the hatch. They swell and become larger
many h h crowd."
"That's a lie, Jack Paytonr
and took Echo in his arms, and larger. The young toads' le?s and
ground
by Dick's side and fought the Apaches. while Polly rode off with the horses arms form and begin to wrlgple. FiAnd I'll stand by Buck against all the
to the corral, singing siguiflcatitly:
nally they wriggle so much and grow
world. Everybody is in a conspiracy
so large that they burst through the
"Sroor.. spoon, »poon.
Hoover
Slim
and
aguiust him—Polly
While the dish ran away with the spoon." covering that pastes them In and stick
now
so
ready
and you. Why are you
Jack nnJ Echo embraced cliugiugly their heads up out of the pockets that
to take a slanderer's word against his? and kissed
llngeringly. "It takes a hold them. They are like human ba^ ou were keen enough to accept his
crazy old song like that to express how bies that have outgrown their crib·.
story when it let you out of going to foolish we lovers are," said Jack No stranger sight can be Imagined
Dick's rescue and gave you free swing
"Why. I feel that I could outliddle the than a Surinam toad hopping about
to court bis girl. Let me see tbe name
cat, outjuinp the cow, outlnugh the dote with a swarm of young ones thrusting
of the gnake in tbe grass that's at the and start an
elopement that would their tiny heads and arms out of holes

He had ridden the range
the place.
and "busted" bronchos before election.
After It he hunted wrongdoers. Right
was right and wrong was wrong to
There was no shading in the
him.
meaning. All he asked of men was to
ride fast, shoot straight and deal
squarely In any game. He admitted
that murder, horse stealing and branding another man's calves were subjects for the unwritten law. But In
his code this law meant death only
after a fair trial, with neighbors for a
Jury. He was not scrupulous that a
were

with bis coneuterprlae that bin brother aud 1 fou :ht the problem over
won.
H·
partners to, and Bud shall hare science—and bis selfishness
Lie's sore on me now, returned. tlxed In bis decision to supDick's share.
Besides, he'd press Dirk I.:: ne'e letter and to go
and I can't tell him.
gamble it away before he got It to ahead with the marriage.
Buck McKee. Bud isn't strictly ethic[to bf. CO.NTIXinD.l
al iu regard to money matters, Polly,
and you mujt manage the exchequer."
"Gee, what funny big words you use.
au

natural history.
Not the least odd of these careful
frog parents Is one found In South
Vmerl- a. This frog bas a small pouch
In bis throat. If one d!d not know tetter he might think tills pouch was a
musical organ, for when tilled with air
It gives out a sound like the tinkle of
Rut In the springtime It
a little bell.

Is found that the pouch serves a purpose quite different from Just making

frightened."
Frightened?"

she

asked

won-

de.ingly.

scared—
"I
reckon I'm like an Indian. An Indian
doesn't believe It's good medicine to let
the gods know he's big happy, for
"Yes.

downrig ht geared," lie auswered.

there's the thunder bird"—
"The thunder bird :"
"The evil spirit of the storm," continued Jack, "r.'hen the thunder bird
hears a fellow saying he's big happy
he sends him bad luck."
Echo laid her hand softly on the
mouth of her sweetheart. "We won't

spoil

our

music. When the female of this species of frog lays her eggs the male
gathers them carefully up and thrusts
them Into Ills throat pocket, there to
carry thorn till they hatch.
The eggs soon begin to Increase in
size, and the throat pocket of papa

happiness, then, by talking

about It. We will just feel lt-just be
It."
She laid her head upon Jack's knee.
He placed his arm lightly, but pro•fcctiugly, over her shoulder. They sat
In silence listening to the Mexican's
love song. Filially Jack bent over and

frog has to stretch out to accommodate

them till It extends down each side of
his body, ofteu as far as his bind legs.
It Is an odd sight to behold him hobbling clumsily about with the great
egg pouches swelling out bis sides.
Even after the egg.s are hatched and
their place Is taken by young tadpoles
papa frog carries the wiggling little
creatures In his side pockets till they
are able to hustle f«»r their own living.
A not uncommon sight In Africa Is a
huee and savage hippopotamus swim-

whispered gently

in her ear:
the thunder bird won't
hear. E'-ho, tell uie you love me; that
yon love only me; that you will always
love me. no matter what shall happen;
that you never loved until you loved

"Softly,

si*

me."

fccno suc upriKOi

wmi a

siatu

>»

u.u

"Of
mean?" sbe exclaimed.
:ourse I love you and you only, but the
future and tiie past nre beyoud our
Unless you know of κοίιιοcontrol.
thing that Is g ing to happen which
is
may mar our love your question
eilly. ut t at ail like your Mother Goose
ciotisen.se—that was dear. And. as for
io jou

river with a baby hippopotaThe baby can
Its back.
swim naturally as well as Its mother,
but If it wer allowed lit the water a
tierce croc<>dl!e might grab It. haul It
under and make a meal of it In 11 twinkling. In Australia Is a kind of bear
ealled the koala. It Is the habit of the
mother koala to carry her baby upon
her baok wherever she goes till It be-

ming
mus

a

upon

>

the pa.·1!, >ou mean Dick Lam·."
"Yes, I mean Dick Lane," confessed
Paysoη in a subdued tone. "I am
jealous of him—that is. of even his

quite a big bear.
Iîut for making a funny family show
In
the opossum beats all the rest.

comes

memory."

"That Is not like Jack I'ayson. What
has come over you? It Is the shadow
of your thunder bird. You know what
Lane aud
my feeling was for Dick
what it Is. for It remains the same, the
only difference being that now I know
It never was love. Eveu if it w»re he-

t

r

Is dead, and I love you. Jack—you
Oh. how you shame me by
alone.
forcing me to speak of such things! I
have tried to put poor Dick out of my

mind, for every time 1 think of him It

is with a wicked Joy that he is dead,
that he cannot come home to claim me
Oh, Jack. Jark. I didn't
as liis wife.
thiuk it of you!"
And the girl laid her face within her
hands ou l:rr lover's knee and burst

OPOSSUM AND HCTt CUlliDREN.

into a tit of subbing.
Ja« k Payroll shut his teeth.
"Well, since I have lowered myself
ho far In your esteem and since your
mind Is already sinning against Dick
Lane we might as well go on und settle this matter. I promise I will not
But I, too, have
meutiou It again.
troubles of the mind. I am as I nui,
I said I
to know It.
and

species of this tribe mother pus·
loads lier children u>mui her back,
furls her prehensile tail up over It. the
their
young ones Krai» her tall with
prehensile ones, hold on tight, and
nway they go for a ride. They must
be a heavy load for mother possum.
some

turn

Pet Narre·.
likes to se» husband and
wife on affectionate terms, but Snaggsoverby. the toyshop keeper, rather
Little Johnny Biggs
did the thing
had sixpence, and he bad bought a
toy. but little Johnny's fancy is wayward. and he discovered that a clockwork railway onelne was poor fun
compared with a horse and cart, after
Therefore he went to change
all
"You nay you
the railway engine.
bought this here yesterday?" said
"Who served
Snaggsby dubiously
you?" "The -goosey gander, sir!" snld
Johnny, pointing to Mrs. S And when
Snnggsby remembered that he had so

yon ought
jealous of Dick Lane's memory.
It Is more. I am jealous of Dick Lnne
himself. If he should return, would

Every

was

him—as his
you leave me and go with

wife?"
By a strong
• Again sbe sat upright
effort she controlled her sobbing.
"The man I admired does not de-

but the child be lias
be sud whom I cannot help loving shall have It. Yes; If
Dick Lane returns true to bis promise
I shall be true to mine."
Sbe arose and went Into the house.
Parson rode homeward through the

serve an answer,

proved himself

to

starlight consumed by torturing jealousy. He now had no thought of contiding In Jim Allen. He regretted that
he had touched so dangerously uear
the enbjeet of Dick Lane's return In
talklug to Bud aud Polly. Tils burn
Ing desire was to be safely married t<

addressed his wife In the presence of
the boy on the day previous he (lushed
a pretty pink and changed the toy.—
London Sphere.

Echo Allen before the Inevitable return of lier former lover.
"Fool that I was not to ask her on«
Would she forglre hei
more question.
husband where sho would not forglv<
her lover? What will she think of inc
when all is discovered, as It surelj
will be? Weil, I must take my chancos

Events will decide."
On his return to Sweetwater rancl
he put the place In charge of hie nev
foreman. Sagebrush Charley, and weu !
out to a hunting cabin h· had "bull

In the Tortilla mountain*.

Here hi

one

J

The Sight of the Pigeon.
A friend of mine ridicules the Idea
that In the carrier pigeon it can be
sight which guides It on Its homeBut my friend should
ward trail
renllv study the mechanism of the eye
I
of the bird l>efore he skeptlclzes.
am sure that from heights at which It
Is Itself Ifivisible the falcon can note
Its prey, and Its eye Is simply a self
telescope. The careful dis-

adjusting

section of the eye of the bird of prey
Is an absolute revelation as to creative
Ingenuity.-Dr l>nbbs iu Fry*· Loudon

Magazine.

THE OXFORD BEARS.

ESTA BUSHED 1S3S.

Wnt Part·.

The old Orange Hall which hM been
ΦχίονΑ
torn down the past week Is one of the
old lndmarka of the place, and a brief
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
THE DOINQS OP THE WEEK IN ALL
history of its varied career may be of
As first bnilt its sise
some interest.
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
SO JTH PARIS, MAINE, APR. 20,1901».
was 36 feet square, and it was the stable
connected with the lioose near by now
owned and occupied by Mr. David EmPuis Hill.
Atwood A Forbes,
These buildings were built about
mons.
Editera and Proprietor·.
First Baptist C h arch, Bev. Q. W. F.HU, pas- 1841 by Mr. John W. Willie, who subsetor.
Pleaching every Sunday at 10:45 A. M. quently moved away, but returned later
A. E. Fouu.
GBOKOK M. ATWOOD.

Site

geraoccat,

Mexico.

Beth·!.
The Buter service· Sunday morning
begftn with » sunrise pr»yer meeting ftt
the Unlverealist church under the leadership of the T. P. C. U., in which ftll the
churches joined. Appropriftte music
and sermons were given in ftll the
'churohes, which had been prettily

In addition to the work don·

hjrj»t

Mexico Corner during the pert mm
m reported In the column· of the Dem
oorat, I wleh to note the factι that; al the
junction of the Roxbury road
main or river road, hM been erected a

th^

public watering fountain for
decorated. In the evening the Meth- commodation of man and beMt, wmcn
Sabbath combines beauty and utility.
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odist
Congregational
The fountain waa presented *°
Schools assisted by the choirs each gave
town by Mies OHveguUelmaReed (beet
very fine ooncerts.
known
hereabout M Elma Reed.) mim
The pulpit of the Universal ist church
of ber father ·
was occupied last Sunday by Rev. Roger Reed la the only «urvlvor
F. Etz of Tufts College. Rev. Mr. Etz family. She wa· born In Mexico, being
is vice-president of the Massachusetts the daughter of Col. Lewi·
State Union. He has remained in Bethel (Stockbridge) Reed. Col. Lewi· Reed
this week and will preach here next wa. a prominent citizen for many year.
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Buter vu observed at the
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Bryant'· Pond.
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Baptist

Η. Β.
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ed by the oholr. In the evening an alater, Mra..Charlea Walker.
Euter concert wu given by the Sunday
George L. Cnahman baa nearly finiahSchool. The muaic wu rendered by a ed aawing loge at bia mill.
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the
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railroad commissioners for locations of in a few weeks.
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by
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The little son of Sidney McAllister North Lovell Wednesday In the bad rein.
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103 miles, and the filing
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attend the funeral of her brother, Rev. about, shipped ten opossum» and three
Our R. F. D. carrier went with wheels k Co. this very day and get a large box
Hebron Grange bad 9η all day meeting relatives in Massachusetts this spring.
indicates that the road intends to projf Mi-o-na tablet*.
for the first time April 13th.
Heald Brothers have got through saw- Leslie E. Coffin, a former resident of
RAINPROOF in Grey, 17c. goods, look like 76c.
Wednesday and after the dinner and
ceed with construction.
The price of Mi-o-na tablets Is only 50
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Schools through town will open May
go..
exercises they had a sugaring off.
ing white birch and are now sawing this town, who died the 9ih inst.
A
Co.
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o
gnaran3d.
jents, and F. A. Shurtleff
James L. Bumpus lost a good horse their long lumber quite fast
There has been considerable discussion
tee them to care Indigestion, or money
The sick ones are on the gain.
Wolfboro, Ν. H. They will visit Kenne
Locke's Mills.
Mrs. Georgia Warren, who has been to
^
throughout Aroostook County over the Saturday morning.
back.
bonk on their way there.
Ask to see the NEW SILK MUSLINS for 15c. and all
the hospital at Lewiston, and has been
Miss Rena George is at home from
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hose other
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The people of this place were very sad Înd in Ml-o-na a maker
Bernice Clement, who recently under- not so well at this writing.
the following is aa near an accurate show
Aunt Ann Libby fell last Monday, disIt canaee the stomach to I
mill.
to hear of the death of Watson McAllis- ilood, because
Mr*. Fred Heald ia still confined to the locating her shoulder.
of the figures as it is possible to obtain. went an operation for appendicitis, la
matter from the
ter of Waterford. Mr. McAllister with )x tract more nutritious
honse.
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Coffin of Mechanic
The shipments for the month of March recovering satisfactorily.
West Lovell.
his father and mother, Mr. and Mrs. food.
The oream gatherers and tbe R. F. D. Falls were in town last week.
The L. T. L. met at the home of Mrs.
were approximately 160,000 bushels over I
F. A. SHURTLEFF A CO.
men are finding it very, bad getting
E. A. G. Stickney Apr. 17.
Mr. E. L. Tebbets, who has been ill
C. D. Lord was at home over Sunday Oliver MoAUister, formerly lived here
the Bangor and Aroostook, making
and he attended school here.
Alfred and Fred Poors went to Massa- round.
since April 1, went to his home in Au- and took his father1» horse home.
total over this line, from August 1 to ;
Mrs. Louisa Adams is suffering severe- ι
The maple syrup people report a very burn, Saturday, April 10. Mrs. Tebbets
Miss Lillian Lord went to ber sister's I
April 1, of over ten million bushels. chusetts April 17. They are to remain
last week bnt was taken with a cold| ly with rheumatism in her arm.
There has been shipped over the C. P. during the summer.
poor run of sap this season.
accompanied him.
Η. B. McKeen has bought a horse of
Eola Swallow and Althea Stetson are
R. from Aroostook points a total of I
Herbert McLuoaa and wife have been
Mrs. Azel Bryant is spending a few while there.
R. A. LeBaron la at home from the L. J. Gammon.
going to school at Buckfield again this days at Mr. David Foster's.
1,600,000 bushels to date. This shows a spending several days in Boston.
Mrs. Ina Hilton got cold in her face
Mr. Charles Farrlngton went to Boston mill at the village with a bad cold.
total shipment from August to April 11 Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Dnrgin were spring.
11 (mmmcatMN-o-Mi)
Miles Sturtevantj who has been at Friday for a few days.
OtisAHard's daughter, who has been after having her teeth out and baa been
of about eleven and three-quarter million recent guests of Mr. Alex McLucas and
Joit
Dares catarrh or money back.
home on his Easter vacation, is soon to
Will Crockett, onr popular trader, has siok, is better.
quite siok.
bushels. Daring the last six months the ( family.
in. Complete outfit, including
λΣγι. Sarah Johnson is qaite ill with return to his school again at Hanaoo, » fine lot of premiums which he will
Mr·. Con Nichols has been sick with 1 Melrose Adams of North Lovell is >reathe it
Bangor and Aroostook has moved on an
Ν. H.
bronohltis.
hauling timber for his brother Herbert. > abater fl. fists» bottle· 00a uroggiflta
erysipelas in the face.
glye to his regular oustomsrs.
average one hundred oars per day.
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Opp. Grand Trunk Depot, South Paris.
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Big Trade in Smoked Shoulders,
long as they last, 9c. a pound.
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STOMACH AGONY.
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New
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Never
this
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many kinds and
A bewildering
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Yours

sincerely,

S. PRINCE

K, NORWAY, MAINE.

John McArdl· of Lynn, Mm·. , ia tU11 .1

jlu 9 -taxA fwocnit

tog here.

A. K. Shurtleff ia building
the rear of his grain mill.

SOUTHPABJS.

The Fan-Tans will have

CHCBCHX·.

one

first class suppers at their hall

First Cod «relational Church, Rev. A. T. McWhorter, Paator. Preaching service, 1045 a.
SuD'lav School 11 -45 A. *-i Y. P. S. C. Ε. β OU
m.;
ιEvening service 7:00 p. m.j Church
-■raver meeting Wednesday evening at 7:3υ p. m.
a::,'net otherwise connected, are cordially In

Tuesday.

,1

I Dairy

Homestead," the play presentee
of thei Μ last
Thursday and Friday evenings foi
to-night I the benefit of Hamlin Lodge, K. of r
>

I It was well done in every detail, anc
I would have done credit to any company.

The W. H. M. S. will meet with Mm
T. N. Kewley at the parsonage Frida !

The play itself, without any confusing
amount of plot, combines the genera
afternoon.
style of the time-honored melodrami
Mrs. Susan F. Harlow is visiting he r with
many of the incongruities wbict
daughter, Mrs. Arthur W. Royal, u > have made their appearance in the trans·
Worcester, Mass.
ition from the one-time legitimate drams
Donald S. Briggs, who is teachini to the vaudeville or near-vaudevilU
I
show
which meets the present-day stand
school at East Dixfield, was at horn
ard. Therefore, while not giving the
over the week end.
very highest form of expression of dra
The Ladies' Aid of the Baptist churcl > matic art, it is an
entertaining play, anc
will have the last supper of the seasoi » one which succeeds in
bitting all tastei
I to some extent.
Thureday, April 29.
First as Mike Donnavin, a traveling
There will be a special meeting ο
tinker, later in the play as the femah
Paris Grange next Saturday afternoon a
Irish
cook, and all the time an detective
1:30 o'clock to confer degrees.
nol
Hebbard displayed a
Clyde
H. W. Dennison has begun digging fo
to those who had had pre·
t.
the cellar of the house which he ia
evidence of his capabilities. Αι
build next his residence on 1 ark btreei
Malcolm Gray, the schemer and ex-con
The Senior Class of Paris High Schoo ι vict, Harold T. Briggs played the vil ait
and carried out his diabolical plans in s
F
wilt hold a sociable
t; manner to satisfy the severest critic
evening, April 23. Admission 15 cents
Ί Willie Work, a gentleman of leisure, «
d 1 the
The Married Ladies'
person of Harold C. Fletcher, al·
observe gentlemen s night next r rida, though he rroved at the climax of the
in
Fan
the
event
taking place
evening,
plav to be the detective's assistant, up
Tan Hall.
to that time looked and acted the hobc
The chimneys are being rebuilt inthi to tho last detail. A. L. Holmes w
house of Mrs. Walter L. Gray, and inci Jason Wilkins, the owner of
dentally other repairs and remodeling Dairy Homestead, and J. J·
Josh Arrowroot, the hard-fisted an
are being done.
tight-fisted town constate,
Are you going to the auction? Where
those two extremely rural characters m
When?
At
the
Briggs Homestead a decidedly realistic way.
Market Square, South Paris, April 2;?, l Ί
Ruby, the little waif, in the person ol
stormy, the next fair day.
Mrs. 1. E. Andrews, was a charming gir
Thureday of this week State Com and as is always the case with the soumisaioner of Highways Paul D. Sargeu brette in a well regulated melodrama,
will hold his road meeting for Oxforc gets the key to the situation and savei
it and falls in love with the tramp. A«
County at the court house here.
Mrs. Glimmer, the dashing adventuress,
The W C. T. U. will meet at the Bap- Miss Helen M. Porter
wrought havoc
tist vestry Tuesday afternoon, Apr. 20th with the male hearts and without a
at 2:30 o'clock.
It will be a mothers tremor
engaged in the most nefarious
meeting. All mothers are invited.
schemes, coming to grief of course at
The Ladies' Aid will have a business last. Miss Bessie M. Haggett as Grace,
meeting at the close of the prayer meet- the farmer's niece, presented a most
ing at the Baptist vestry next Wednes- winsome picture of the wronged and perday evening. A large attendance it secuted young wife. Always goodI n
any part, and attentive to every detail,
desired.
Mrs. J.J. Emeley gave a moet
S. C. Ordway went Tuesday to attend and at times
convulsing representation
the annual meeting of the Grand Com- lof Beckv Wilkins, the old maid.
mandery of the Golden Cross at PortMusic was by the Swastika
land, as delegate from the Golden Cross Several songe were Introduced in tbe
of this place.
play with good effect and between acts
If vou are in need of a sewing machine there was a song and dance by Ralph
a song
or any other household article you will Andrews and Marie Newton, and
tied it if you attend the auction at the in blackface by Fred Hall, both of which
a
eucore.
Market
Square, got hearty
Briggs homestead.
There was a fair house Thursday evenSouth Parie, April 28.
ing, and a good house at the second peris
in
the
M.
Johnson
Charles
putting
Friday evening.
foundation for a house which he will
Gift
to Hebron Academy.
build on Spring Street, across the corner
Large
from the house where he lives on Myrtle
Street. He already has part of the lum- TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS FOR A STAKT
ber on the ground.
I
OS THE BOYS' DORMITORY.
Hose Co. No. 2 organized April 10,
1909, as follows:
Through the influence of that loyal eon
Foreman—Robert
Hebron Academy, Hen. John ϋ.
I'swr?®»·
1.
Foreman—A.
HaU.li.
Assistant
Long, tl»e sum of *10,000 has been securClerk—C E· Campbell.
ed as a beginng on the necessary fun(* f°r
the building of a boys' dormit°ry, whu:h
the trustees have voted to
lb*». Ε. N.
The followii^ letter from Mr. Long to
LluloHeM.
I Principal
Sargent of the academy will exThe annual Odd Fellows' sermon will I
the matter fully.
be given next Sunday afternoon at 2:31), plain
at the Methodist church, by the pastor, !
324 Tremont Building,
I
Rev. T. N. Kewley. Mt. Mica Lodge,
Boston, April 14,1909. )
I. O. O. F., and ML Pleasant Rebekah
Saboent,
Lodge will attend in a body. The anni- I Prof. W. E. Hebron
Academy,
versary of Odd Fellowship will be observ- i
Hebron, Maine.
Mwday evening at Odd Fellows' Hall.
Dear Mr. Sargent:—I assure you that
The South Paris Board of Trade elect- it is with great pleasure that I euclose
ed a number of new members at its you a check for $10,000 towards the
special meeting last Tuesday evening. erection of » boy»' ilormitory for Hebroii
The proposed banquet will be held at
Hotel Andrews, at some early date not
vet fixed. The committee of arrangements is composed of WiiH&m J. Wheeler. William A. Porter and A. *·. snurt-

I

I

Tlietl.
Methodist Church. Rev T. S. Kewley, Pastor.
On Sunday, morning prayermeetlng lo :00 A. M. :
wreat hing* service 10:45 A. M.; Sabbath School
U
Kpworth League Meeting 6 00 p. M.;
rayer meeting Wednesday evening 7:30; claoa
mtwtlng Friday venlng 7 30.
lUl'tlst Church, Hev. J. Wallace Cheebro,
Pantor On Sunday, preaching service 10 :iS a.
u., Sabbath School 12 M.; Y. P. S. C. Ε., β:15 P.
*. ; prayer meeting 7 Λ0 p. M. ; Wednesday even-

I

I

I

I
ri

All are
Scats free.
in» prayer service 7 A>.
welcome.
I'nlversallst Church, Rev J. H. Little, Pastor.
Preaching service every Sunday at 10:i5A. m
sun<lav School at 12 m. Junior Union a; 3:3C
r. «. Y. P. C. ϋ. at 7 p. m.

[I
I

Louis Clark has been at home from
lSuston for a few days.

^surprising
>|vious

Bennett will
operate a
vacuum cleaning outfit for house clean-

George

an

on

The Old Dairy Homeatead.
There vu no falling off
addltloi standard established for South Parti
I amateurs In the production of "The Ole

B.

ing this spring.

I

,nN*w®*îv

Mrs. A. T. McWhorter and two daughare on a visit to friends in Cushing,
I'nion and Bath.

ters

jemtlUty

^istf^bw ΓI

Mr. and Mrs. Roy H. Curtis of Headtield have visited Mr. Curtis' mother,
Mrs. Ellen M. Curtis, for a few days.

I

J

Wendell Howe of Livermore has been
in town for a few days, coming to attend
the funeral of his uncle, Archie Parlin,
but arrived too late.

I
I

I

the^Old

J®?1"'

Ρ™8®?*'ed

I
I

In a list of nominations made last
week by Governor Fernald are those of
Alton C. Wheeler and Uarry M. Wheeler
of this town as justices of the peace.
The Young Brothers lost a work horse

by lung fever Monday of last week.
They have had bad luck of late, this
being the second horse they have lost
within a year.

The Delta Alphas were entertained at
their regular meeting at the ladies' parlor of the Methodist church Thursday
evening by Miss Myrtle Buck and Mrs.
Kalph Edwards.
Frank C. Small of 84 Pleasant Street
went to Lawrence and Bostou on business, and will be away about two weeks.
Mrs. Small accompanies him to visit
friends in Lawrence.

"fistic

I

I

Gerald is to build a concrete
h use at Fairfield this summer, and the
.tournai of that town refers to it as a
coming novelty. Here concrete houses
have long ceased to be a novelty.
A. F.

^5

°'c!ie8tr®·

I

William L. Frothingham visited in
Portland a few days last week. His
randmother, Mrs. Ellen Frothingham,
wV has been visiting her son, George
W. Frothingham, for a few weeks, ren.rned home with him.

I

formance

I

W. Walker A Son will have their
Λ
third annual sale of farming ira plenums at their place of business next
A larger stock than
u rday, April 24.
ever before is offered from which to
Lunch will be served at noon as
ι,.· oet.
usual.

I

I

lof

(ieorge Jones of Portland, until within a few years a resident of South Paris,
Mr.
was here a short time last week.
Jones is $2 years of age, and "doesn't
tirst
than
he
did
the
look a day older
tim«> I ever saw him,"' says a man who
has been in business here for twenty

|!S™t«&r·

undertake^

"

NOBWAT.

SWEPT OVEB NIAGARA.
Tbla terrible calamity often happen»
because a careleaa boatman ignore· the
CHUBCBEf.
river'a warnlnga—growing ripple· and
Second Congregational Church, Rev. B. S' faater carrent—Nature'· warning· are
Rlileoat, Paetor. Preaching service Sunday" kind. That doll pain or aobe in the
10 SO A.M.; Sabbath School, 13.·00 M.; Y. P. 8
back warna you the Kidney· need atC. E., 8 un day Evening, 6:30 P. M.; Social Meet'
fatal malalng, 7 Λ0 P. M. ; regular weekly Prayer Meeting tention if you would escape

Ready for Inspection.
Gall and

_

The members of the Veranda Club
will give a May ball at the opera house
First class
on the evening of April 30.
music and no expense will be spared in
making it the very beet of the year.
Lewis P. Bartlett and W. H. Gale were
In town last week looking after the shoe
business. It ia reported that the outlook is excellent for a brisk season's
work.
Easter services were held in all the
churches Sunday. The special music
waevery pleasing. At the Universalist
church the Easter concert was given in
the evening at 7:30 o'clock. The attendance during the day aud evening services
was
unusually large. The Sunday
School attendance was nearly twice as
large as it was one year ago.
A number of Norway people went to
Berlin, Ν. H., Sunday for the day.
Many Catholics took the opportunity to
attend special church services in that

place.

The

mother

INu,"b®re..^

LADIES' SKIRTS, Mohair in
Black, 7 gored flare with fold, the
kind that shed the dust, $3 98.

med with buttons and

loops

wide

of silk sou-

pine,

V,0ILf ",*1"™'

...

MAINE.

Norway, Maine.

$1.60 buys a 24 inch Straw Suit Case. I have
the better grades in straw suit cases for $2.00 and
$2.60. When in need of anything for a suit case,

i—^—

Men's Suits.

or trunk you can find the best assortment
and lowest prices at

bag

The TUCKER HARNESS STORE,
JAMES

——

Our Suite are designed to
meet the popular demand
for good serviceable suits at
moderate prices.
They are
made of fancy weave worsteds in olives, grays and
many shades of brown. We
black
have black clays,
cheviots and black and blue

Proprietor,

FAVOR,

IM.

Norway, Maine.

OX Main' fill;..
—

F. A. 8HUBTLEFF A CO.

F. A. SHVRTLEFF A CO.

The Base Ball Season
IS WITH US AGAIN.

~

We
to

play

J5®0?0*

are

ready

for it with

line of

complete

a

the great National Game.

BAS£ BALLS
BATS
MITTS
GLOVES

5 cts.
5 cts.

—

everything

to
to

10

cts. to

25

cts. to

MASKS, BODY PROTECTORS,
PLATES, SCORE BOOKS, ETC.

$1.25 each
$1.00 each

$5.00 each

F.

BHUBTLEFF A CO.

A.

HEEL AND TOE

$20.

Latest styles in Hats
and Caps just in.

SHUBTLEFF A CO.

imilMIMIMH

«44

SPRING AND SUMMER

31 Market

SPRING OXFORDS
AT FROTHING HAM'S.

styles in trimmed,
untrimmed and ready-to-wear
hats. Also a complete line of
shirt waists and fancy goods.
The latest

MARKET

Men's Oxfords, all styles, in Pat. Colt, Gun
Metal Calf, Vici Kid and Russet Calf, $2,

Wheeler,

$2.50, 3, 3.50, 4, 5.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

SQUARE,

Ladies' Oxfords and 1 Strap Pumps, all
new styles, all leathers, $1.50,1.75,2,2.50,
$3, 3.60.

j

NelheJack^

BLUE

daZ\ù{

Those Who Have

Misses' and Children's

STORE8.

vamp

It is

quite

a

large variety we

can

Business Man.

it is only at our stores you will find "THE
WIDOW JONES" make of Boys' and Youths'
Suite. We are exclusive agents for South Paris
and Norway.

THIS BANK is for everyone, not for the rich alone but also for
those who have only a little and are striving to make more.
We want the business of young men, of business men anil especially
To
do we want the accounts of the farmers in this section of the state.

We Have Russian and Blouse Suits

including 9 years.

is a bank account more of a protection or convenience than the
Our dealings will always be as liberal as safe banking will perfarmer.
mit. The farmer who carries a balance with us during part of the year
will thus establish a credit that will be worth much to him if he can make
no one

Boys' Knickerbocker Suits
colors
up to and including 17 years. The new
Our
well
are
prices range from
represented.
to $6.00. Cheaper Suits $1.50 and $2.

more

$3.00

Youths'

Long Trousers Suits

14 to 18 year·.

Prices

$5.00

to

!

$12.00.

Caps, Belts, Neckwear, Underwear, Hosiery for Spring:.

F. H. NOYES CO.
aoutla. Patle

Frothingham,

The Farmer Needs a Bank Account
as Much as Any Other

show you.

REMEMBER

in ages from 4 to and

high, β strap, Pat.

South Paris, M aine.

Spring Styles.

New

Sandals,

W. O.

Boys Must

Be Interested In Our

«ainted

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME,
Telephone 106-3.

MILLINERY
Miss S. M.

Chicago

F. PLUMMER, ££&.

J.

Discharge.

perfectly

Prices $10, $12,
$15, $18 and

$3.50 each

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

A.

are

constructed, correctly fashioned from the smartest
materials, with good serge
We have some
linings.
values not found elsewhere.

F. A. SH U RTLEFF & CO.,
F.

They

serges.

needed

AT THE PHARMACY OF

—

«

by

a

SKIRTS made of fine and pretty Cres11 gored new riare, trimmed with
SKIRTS, extra good quality Panama, three self bands in fancy shape on sides,
11 gore new flare, panel front with but- wjth buttons front and bottom, $7 98.
_Λ._
tons, trimmed with bands in fancy shape
Τ ««"
on sides, front end bottom, nearl, all
w.tU ..Ik and satm band, fold.,
colore, exceptionally good value, $4.9$.
and buttons, some with fancy plaiting
SKIRTS, Fine, Soft Chiffon Panama, at sides, ranging in price from t8.H0 to
made in Navy, Black and Brown, full *10 00.

Straw Suit Case Sale

M

look-

skirts, including

tache, three stitched bands of self material close together around bottom,
Navy ^ flg

and

receipt.

PARIS,

SOUTH

°[

JOSEPH

styles

dependable

PARIS TRUST COMPANY,

I

Bankrupt's

shoulders, three clusters of tucks in
sleeve with lace insertion between, fancy
boned lace collar, only $2.98.

on

MISSES' SKIRTS, in Blue, Brown and Hare with inverted plait in front trim-

The amount of your deposit
We serve the
is not limited.
small the same as the large.

I

J

WAISTS, Fine Lingerie, trimmed most
effectively with French and Val. lace in
yoke effect, 5 rows wide lace extending
entire length of front, two rows lace entire length of back, clusters of pin tucks

and kinds of materials.

Black Panama, trimmed with stitched
bands and folds with buttons, $2.98,3.98.

store

a

I

e|

worth more.

$4.50

.u.Kd

land

range of

writes his check.
This check is

1

Î?.

Rfl<|(îton»

a

he

per bushel. Also BarRock, brown egg· for

I
I
1

Reeled,

A complete line of

bill, buys a hog or
horse of a neighbor, or gives his
hired man his monthly wage,

If he pays

White Al-

I

3

with baby tucks, fancy sleeve·
lace insertion, only 12.50, really

We lîave mentioned only a few of our large assortment
just to give you an idea. If you are unable to come, telephone or send by mail and your orders will receive prompt
attention and you will get goods as advertised.

Seldom
does a business man in town
think of paying a bill now
except by check. He pays by check
for two reasons, for convenience' sake and
for safety. The farmer is just as much of a
business man as the merchant and has the same
:
:
need of this convenience and safety.

bino, large cropper, strong growing
vines, unexcelled for table use, spray-

JOHN

ished
with

NEW SPRING SKIRTS.

Seed Potatoes for Sale.

Plymouth

tucks finished with medallions,
wide lace insertion across shoulders, fin-

baby

WAISTS, Dotted Lace Net, in white
WAISTS, Fine Quality Batiste, entire
back of
front of Venice and Val. lace in wide and ecru, round yoke front and
rows wide Venice lace,
yoke effect, fancy lace collar, very Vcnice lace, three
entire length of front trimmed with Val.
dainty, only $1.98.
lace,
long sleeves with tucks and inserWAISTS, French Lawn, front handtion, a beauty for $4 98.
Irish
with
Crochet,.
trimmed
somely
Other styles, #3.98.
Venice and Val. lace and combined with

MAINS

PARie,

SOUTH

acrea^ood

W.

Bight.

"The Store That Saves You Money."

per 100.
Hills attended the banquet hatching, 75c. per 13,
SMALL,
given by the Maine Association of Optometrists at the Augueta House, AuSouth Paris, Me.
years.
gusta, Wednesday evening. Hon. HerR. F. D. 3, Box 9.
151 f
bert M. Heath, who worked in the inErnest P. Crockett is planning to
terest of the optometry law during the
buiiiï a greenhouse near the house of
NOTICE.
session of the legislature, was the prinfather, George B. Crockett, on Porter
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has I
Mr.
Ilills
been duly appointed administrator of the estate |
>tre.d, and go into the business of raiscipal epeaker of the evening.
is the only member of the association in °
There is now
in,' plants and flowers.
CHARLES F. DURELL, late of Oxford,
this section of the county. About thirty In the County of Oxford, deceased, end given
no commercial greenhouse in the two
All persons having
here
the
bonds
as the law directs.
atteuded
banquet.
towns, all the stock that is sold
are
Mrs. Cbas. R. Smith of Portland was demands against the estate of said deceased and
coining from outside.
desired to present the same for settlement,
the guest of her sister, Edith M. Smith, all indebted thereto are requested to make payin
Paris
South
Advertised letters
poet
ment Immediately.
during the week.
ntiice April 19, 1909:
Match 16th, 1909. qHARLES P. DURELL.
Rev. C. A. Brooks, pastor of the MethMisa Gertie Abbott.
odist church for the past five years,
A. 15. Karun.
NOTICE.
preached his last sermon Sunday, the
Earl Davie.
Selectmen of the Town of Parle, Gentleleff.
îesee A. Gray.
18th. The society's prosperity -during Γο the
men
f rank Haiumon·!.
the eiecutora or trosteei of Mr. Brooke' pastorate has been most
Tbe Citizen»' Telephone Company, desiring to
A L llodgkine, of the firm of RobI
Ο. r. L»AW9, lUBlUieeWl.
...... to ilv.cert.io .mo?... .ο successful.
bulM and equip a telephone line In the towns of
bins Λ Hodgkins, who was formerly
and Hebron and de«lrlrg to exParis,
Mellen
N.
of
Two
the
Irharitv.
with
them,
"ray
Rural schools open
following tend ItsOxford
Va the "Time, Place and the Girl" is I running the Bijou moving picture show
Unes In the town of Paris, respectfully
William C. Bray, are his sons and teachers, viz. :
has
Board for a written permit to conPerkins' last theatre train of here, and later was at
petition
your
is my
relatives of mine, as their
duct their lines, erect their poles and stretch
Pierce School—Janette L. Russell.
the season will be run Friday evening, gone from that place to Portland to act
wires and cablen for all needed purposes upon
Hebron
I put the case
cousin.
Mlllettvllle School—Annie E. Gibson.
and
April 30th, to "Graustark," which aslias telegraph operator for a brokerage
along tbe following named hlgnways and
Swift's Corner—Minnie A. Haskell.
is an expert. Academy before them and I think: they
work
he
which
the
at
have
read
who
firm,
public road* and streets of said town. The said
our
readers
of
D.
Frott.
•nany
Center—Goldle
and
that
have
very
generously
responded
polea to be erccted under the tupervlslon of such
Lake—Sarah U. Patch.
book know, was written by Geo. liarr The show at Bridgton is left in charge of
officers as said town may designate. The followvou and the trustees of the academy and
Pike Hill—Adeline 3. Brett.
are tbe streets and highways above referred
McCutcheon, the author of Brewster el other parties.
ing
Noble's Corner—Sarah A. Freeman.
all its friends will much appreciate this
> I
to: Pleasant St, Market Square to Western AveMillions. Best seats $1.00; others
Holt District-Nellie M. Keene.
In the United States Court in Boston sift·
Main Street from Market Square to junction
nue,
and V) cents. Order seats at Shurtleff s last
roads leading to Hebron with road leading to
week. Walter Mills of that city was Ie
Very truly yours,
The annual corporation meeting of Df
East
Oxford, thence through District No. 1 to
drug store on or before Saturday, April convicted of using the mails to defraud. I
John D. Long.
Norway village was held Monday even- Oxford Une also on Parsons road to town farm
J4tb.
Mills purchased large quantities
and Oxford line; Oxford Street, Brook Street
Officers were elrcted as follows:
ing.
National Master Bachelder.
past Α. B. Talbot's and over Clifford Hill, BuckPatriots' Day, while not giving us the Maine apples for which the
Moderator—A. S. Kimball.
field road to Buckfield line, Hill Street and old
best possible spring weather, was a com-1 never received anything.
Clerk—G. L. Curtle.
road-to Paris Hill, High Street from Market
AT
SPEAK
Assessors—G. W. Holme», L. II. Cushman anil Square to O. G. Curtis house and Dudley road
fortable April day until the first thunder the Maine growers who shipped to him UKAD OF THE GRANGE WILL
F. E. Smith.
and Nichols Street to Elm Hill, Howland road to
MAY POMONA.
shower of the season struck us in t fie were witnesses in the case, among them
F. Hathaway, Chief; J. P. Cul- Paris Hill, Western Avenue, Gothic Street, No.
Engineers—G.
The Mason A. K. Jackson of this place, and others
middle of the afternoon.
3d
AssistP.
T.
Richardson,
1st
Assistant;
llnan,
t Hill road and from Kings corner to Howland
State Master Stetson of the State ant.
road.
Manufacturing Co.'s factory was shut in this and near-by towns.
L
Curtis.
Treasurer—G.
April 17.1909.
down for the day, though the Paris
Grange has eecured tbe services of
The graduating class of the
Collector—H. J. Bangs.
CITIZENS' TELEPHONE COMPANY.
National Master N. J. Bachelder to deG. Hatch, J. P.
S.
A.
Manufacturing Co. ran as usual. Γ
Fire
Police—G.
Morse,
the
have
elected
By Walter L. Gray, President.
High School
following liver three
placée of business generally were closed, I officers:
speeches in Maine next Edwards, G. E. Walker, H. E. Mixer and E. C.
Wlnslow.
as
at
much
as
will
doors
be
month. They
and people were out
points
given
TOWN OF ΓΛΚΙ8.
PresMent—νΐιχίβ LyUla Wilson.
not ibretofore visited by the national The matter relative to establishment of
possible. The base ball season opened,
\'lce-PresUlent— Mtrgaret Etta Taylor.
Upon the foregoing petition, ordered, that
Treasurer—Grace Thayer.
master and are certain to attract wide electric lights and hydrants left with the public no'lce thereof be glvpn by printing copies
and with not more than a dozen exBelle Hilton.
attention. May 4tb be will speak at the assessors. Voted to purchase a bond of this petition with this order thereon in the
ceptions, every householder raked up his Secretary—Annie
Evelvn
Harriett
Committee
Executive
notice to be at least fourPomona in Bethel. May for the treasurer and collector. Voted Oxford Democrat, said
or her lawn.
Karnes, Maille Shirley Gray, Florence Mabellc Oxford County
teen days before the 8th day of May, 1900, on
Ha^tell, Marlanna Clason, Ivy Morton, Ethel 5th he will be with the Cumberland to raise $3500 and to change the by-laws which day at the assessors' office in said town, a
The rain of Wednesday and Thursday Hathaway.
Pomona at Pleasantdale Grange, South so it shall read, "All persons are hereby public hearing will be held when residents and
< lass Colore—Grtien an<l white.
sent our streams up about the nearest
owners of property cpon tbe highways, town
The third speech is now unMotto—Never ilo to «lay what you can do to- Portland.
to be affected therebv, and all
prohibited from erecting or maintaining ways and streets
treshet pitch that they have been in a
but quite likely will be at South swing or overhead eigne overhanging the other persons Interested shail bave full oppor
morrow.
decided,
long time. Just north of the I ark
Mr. Bachelder is a very able sidewalks or the streets in this corpora- tunlty to show cause why such permit should
Bridgton.
the
Street bridge the water needed to have
Mostly practice games marked
be granted. And we the said selectmen, enspeaker as well as a delightful gentle- tion. Any person violating the pro- not
dorse thereon that no personal notice or other
risen but a few inches more to come into opening of the base ball season on Paman to meet and he is certain to face visions of this by.-law shall be punished notice than the above, is recesaary to be given
the
fair
the
At
the road, which is quite a little higher triots' Day.
grounds
immense audiences at the points named. on conviction by à fine of five dollars for by tbe petitioners to the residents and owners of
than it was before the state road work Norway High School team played a
His visit to Maine is opportune and will the first offense, and by a floe of one property to be affected thereby.
A lot of snow was car- picked team from the same town. Score
April 17.1909.
was done there.
result in great good to the order. Ho dollar for each day of such violation
FRANK A. FA BR A R,
) Selectmen
ried off by the rain, which was warm for 4 to 0 in favor of the high school, and a
of the
the state master after a conviction for a first offense."
CHARLES W. BOWKER }
will
be
by
accompanied
the season at first, more or less frost was good game for the first. At the brick
W.
C.
) town of Paris.
STEARNS,
and other distinguished speakers.
Voted to have corporation poll taxes
the grammar
taken out of the ground—though there I school house grounds
payable Jnly 1st, '00.
isn't much there anyway—and no seri- school played ffnine picked up from the
Maine's Potential Water Power.
Petition for
Albert E. McAllister for crnelty to
ous damage was done.
village, the score being something like
The total amount of water power now animals paid a fine in the Norway Mu- In the matter of
1
15 to 2 in favor of the grammar school.
M ELL FR09T,
in Maine as estimated by the
J In Bankruptcy.
A good number of visitors from Harry I
nicipal Court the 9th of $1 and costs.
None of the essential noise was omitted. developed
)
Bankrupt.
is
United States geological surveys
Uust Post and Corps of Norway were the
On the 10th Chester MoAllister for disHon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the DisThe annual meeting of the Seneca Club 153,000 horse power minimum which i» orderly conduct, etc., a fine of $5 and To the
quests of Wm. K. Kimball Post and I
trict Court of tbe United States for the District
Circle at their campfire Saturday. ϋιη· I was held at Mrs. W. P. Morton's last equivalent to a total of 25*2,000 horse costs, taxed at $18.98, and on the 12th
of Maine:
ELL FROST, of Mexico, In the Counner was served to a large number, and
Monday evening. At the close of the power minimum for the six high-water John King was sent to jail for vagrancy
ty of Oxford, and State of Maine,
The total uudeveloped water for thirty days.
manv of the guests remained for the sup- meeting the club enjoyed a banquet months.
In sala District, respectfully represents that
The
six
Maine
Kev.
at
in
Home's
high-waserved
session
a
afternoon
cafo,
Norway.
also.
the
(minimum,
At
tbe
35th day of April, 1908, he was
on
company
power
per
Wednesday evening happy
J. 11. Little acted as chairman, and there following officers were elected for the en- ter months) is 530,300 horse power, mak- enjoyed a social hour at the Baptist duly adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of
that be has
to
relating
Congress
*ere remarks by Rev. Messrs. Kew ey, I suing year:
ing a total of 7S2.P00 horse power. In church vestry. The short musical and duly surrendered all Bankruptcy;
his property and rights
addition to this it is estimated by tbe literary program in which Mrs. Harold of property, and has fully complied with all the
Presl'lenS— Mr*. Herman Wilson.
Chesbro aud McWhorter, and others who
Vice PresMent—Miss Eva Walker.
same authorities, based upon govern- Anderson, Olive Libby and Marlon Par- requirements of said Acts and of the orders of
spoke brietiv. Mrs. A. C. Wheeler and Treasurer—Mrs.
Wirt Stanley.
his bankruptcy.
ment surveys, that 410,000 horse power menter took part, was very pleasing in- Court touching
Miss S. M. Wheeler sang solos, and there
Secretary—Mise Grace Thayer.
Wherefore he prays, That be may be decreed
were several instrumental duets by tbe
Press Shorter—Mr·. K. A.Taylor.
may be secured by additional storage deed.
tbe Court to have a full discharge from all
by
said
Literary director»—Mrs. T. ». Karnes, Mr·. making a grand total of 1,19S,900 horse
Misses Dean. A good time all around.
Albert C. Fogg ran the express team debta provable against his estate under
Ε. N. Haskell.
Bankruptcy Acta, except such debta aa are
The government estimates tbe during Mr Curtis' sickness.
Executive Committee—Mre. W. L. Gray, Mrs. power.
law from such discharge.
by
excepted
Oae of the best suppers of the season,
value of water power at current rates in
P. E. Hathaway, Mrs. W. P. Morton.
Rrv. C. E. Brooke, Bates, '06, for the
Dated this 18th day of April, A. D. 1909.
e I
was the universal verdict regarding
MELL FROST, Bankrupt.
tbe United States as $33 per horse past three years with O. P. Brooke, will
iast
at
the
vestry
ParLs
School
Reunion.
North
jpper
Congregational
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
power per annum. The value therefore, again enter the ministry and accept an
I
in
was
which
charge
Tuesday evening,
Some of the alumni of the village of the water power of Maine developed appointment from the next conference. District of Maine, ss.
of Miss Eva Walker's class. The young
On this 17th day of April, A. D. 1909, on readschool at North Parle wish to have a re- and undeveloped is not far from $36,·
William H. Leith, manager of the Rading tbe foregoing petition, it laladies of tbe class spared no effort to
union of all the alumni, teachers and 000,000 per year. Maine's present de- cllffe base ball team, was with his NorOrdered by tbe Court, That a bearing be had
make this, the last supper of the season,
scholars who have attended the school, velopment is therefore valued at about way friends a few days this week. It is upon the same on the 7th day of May, A. D.
as good as possible, and their endeavors
before said Court at Portland, in said Dis1909,
market
March
as
a
held
annum
citizens
of
team
1009
prodand at a meeting
$8,000,000 per
understood that Norway's
trict, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon ; and that nomet with success.
A miscellaneous en16 it was voted to bave a reunion July uct. What she has left undeveloped (in will be the one as usual and under the tice thereof be pubUihed in the Oxford Demothe
tertainment was given after
supper,
a newspaper printed in aatd District, and
7, and a cordial invitation is hereby ex- round number?) is worth about $17,- management of Mr. Leith will take the crat,
that all known creditors, and other persons in
which included a violin solo by Miss Sara
tended to all scholars, teachers and 000,000 per annum and the amount to be lead of all others from the start.
Interest,
may appear at tbe said time and place,
Swett, accompanied byM.ss
C. B. Cummings & Sons are putting in and show cause, If any they have, why the
friends, to come together and enjoy the added by increased storage equals about
son. vocal solos by Miss S. M. Wheeler
of
North
of said petitioner should not be granted.
a year.
is
ft
mill,
the
beautiful
the
saw
at
in
saw
prayer
band
village
$11,000,000
anew
day
And it is further ordered by the Court, That
and Rev. J. W. Chesbro, piano
and renew old associations and
said to be much swifter and cheaper.
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known credHilda Paris,
Misses Florence McArdle and
A murder and suicide caused tbe
Committees were chosen
members of Norway Lodge, No. itors copies of said petition and this order, adThe
friendships.
Arl,°®
Miss
of Samuel Kline, a Hebrew paintChandler, readings by
to decorate the school house and make death
I. O. O. F., and Mt. Hope Rebekah dressed to them at their places of residence as
in 16,
stated.
Crocker and Rev. A. T. McWhorter, and
It was also voted er, and bis bride of only three weeks,
No. 58, will attend the morning
arrangements.
Lodge,
general
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
tbe
a medley reading by five girls.
Please remem- a house in Portland oh tbe night of
to have a picnic dinner.
services at the Universalist church Sun- of tbe said Court, and tne seal thereof, at Portuntil
known
Tbe deed was not
10th.
In said District, on the 17th day of April,
of
land,
date.
25.
the
ber
day, Apr.
Howard Jackson, tbe young son
A. D. 1908.
the bodies were discovered hours afterThe public library rooms are being
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Jackson, had bis
JAMES E. 1IEWEY, Clerk.
[L.
β.]
the
beside
man,
ward. The revolver lay
Resolutions.
and papered by H. P. Sawyer,
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
face badly burned on the 10th inst. He I
that he did tbe shooting, and
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY,Clerk.
new paint, paper and electric lights
nth
and Merton Clifford had melted an old
Whereas, The silent messenger has indicating
and has called the character of the wounds indicates the public library is very attractive inpewter teapot and were running the again entered our gates
that death was practically instantaneous
deed.
metal into a wooden mould which tneyl hence our sister, Arabine Abbott;
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
of them.
Postmaster C. S. Akers was In Boston In the matter of
Resolved, That by her death Union for both
bail made. To clean the shavings out
)
memof
and
In Bankruptcy.
worthy
JOSEPH BOIVIN,
Tbe Bath Independent says that the last week attending the convention
of the mould they had rinsed it with Grange has lost a true
order.
the
to
)
Bankrupt.
ever
was
to
use
New England postmasters.
loyal
farmers of Westport are preparing
water, and some of the water remained, ber, one who
of the Disthis
of
Hon.
Clarence
the
Hale,
the
To
members
are
Judge
the
L.
and
D.
That
farms.
on
their
L.
Stone
into
a
as
fertilizer
O.
Joslyn
so that when the metal was turned
Resolved,
sea-weed
trict Court of the United States for the District
it there was an explosion, and the metal Orange tender to the bereaved sons and It is inexpensive and if it works as well official delegates to the Maine Conference
of Maine:
BOIVIN, of Rumford, In tbe
flew into the boy's face. Some of it daughters, and other sorrowing relatives, as it is reported it ought to be of a good to be held at Berlin, Ν. H., from the
in
County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
deal of value and used by a large num- Norway M. E. church.
went into one eye, and there was some our sincere condolence and sympathy
in
said
represents, that
District,
Arbet Wentzell, on furlough after his on the 23rd dayrespectfully
ber of farmers. It is a Maine crop
fear that he would lose the sight of the this the time of their great grief.
of May, last past, be was
and which
the world with the U. S. duly adjudged bankrupt, under the Acts of
this
if
it
around
That
utilized
to
bo
preamble
all
brings
to
be
Resolved,
seems
trip
it
bnt
now
right.
ought,
eye,
relating to Bankruptcy; that be has
Howard has suffered some pain, and resolutions be spread upon our record desired résulta. It is one which now is fleet, has been visiting his people in Congress
surrendered all his property and rights of
town for a few days. He goes from duly
with his face swathed in white has
book, a copy sent to her son, C. M. Ab- given but little thought or effort.
and
has fully compUed with all tbe
property,
a lovhere to Charlestown, Mass.
ed like a member of tbe ku-Klux klan, bott, of whose household she was
requirements of said Acts and of the orders of
tbe
Suof
A.
his bankruptcy.
to
L.
sent
Court
touching
Justice
one
Chief
Emery
but is coming out without any serions ed and honored member, and
Wherefore he prays, That he may bo depreme Judicial Court plans to take a
the Oxford Democrat for publication.
TO FREEZE THE SOUL.
WORDS
creed by tbe Court to nave a full discharge from
injury.
î Committee
two months' vacation to observe the
Katie M. A Mrs,
aU debts provable against his estate under said
"Your son has consumption. His bankruptcy Acts, except such debts aa are exArchie L. Parlin, whose death, ot. Monon
>
Ida F. Russell,
procedure in tbe coarts of Qreat Britain
was
cepted
he
These
week
which
by law from such discharge.
Τ
is
case
appalling
hopeless."
day forenoon of last
Lilla P. Palmer, ) Resolutions. and Ireland and of Belgium, for
Dated this lith day of April, A. D. 1909.
announced in the last Democrat,
has been offered excellent facilities. He words were spoken to Geo. E. Blevene, a
JOSEPH BOIVIN, Bankrupt.
Parlin and
son of Mr. and Mrs. E. L
Card of Thanks.
will sail May 29th, and will be acoom- leading merchant of Springfield, N. C.,
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
a
doctors—one
two
C.
Death was d
Professor
lung
was 25 years of age.
bis
speexpert
heartfelt
son,
Henry
by
panied by
District or Maine, ss.
We wish to express oar
cialist. Then was shown the wonderful
On this 17th day of April, A. D. 1909, on readtuberculosis, with which he bad teen thanks to the kind friends who were so Emery of Tale University.
the foregoing petition, It laNew
of
Dr.
the
and
Discovery.
ing
coming
for
months,
King's
in
our
sorrow,
power
kind
suffering
and
great
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
generous
test
fall
In a twenty-four boar
speed
"After three weeks' use," writes Mr.
the end was no surprise to thoso who also for the beantiful flowers.
the same on the 7th day of May, A. D.
upon
the
of
cruisers
of the three new scoat
had known his condition. Archie wm
Blevens, "be was as well as ever. I 1909, before said Court at Portland, In said DisMb. and Mas. E. L. Pablin
Bath
the
built
by
would not take all the money in the trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that
navy, the Chester,
and Family.
particularly well known from M·
thereof be published ta the Oxford DemIron Works, made considerably the best world for what It did for my boy." In- notice
in athletics. He was at one time pitcher
Pablin.
E.
W.
Mbs
Mb. and
ocrat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
run of the three, making over 25 knots fallible for Coughs and Colds, It's the that aU known creditors, and other persons In
for the Paris High School ba<e ball team
Andbews.
W.
A.
Mbs.
and
Mb.
world's safest, surest enre of desperate Lung Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
an hour, and establishing a
and had played considerable on other
If
tbev have, why the prayand show
record for naval vessels.
diseases on earth. 60c and $1.00 at F. er of said cause, any
teams for the past years, in varions posipetitioner anoulu not be granted.
"I'D RATHER DIE, DOCTOR,
A. Sburtleff & Co.'s. Guarantee satis▲ad It la further ordered by the Court, That
tion*. Beside· his parents, he .eaves
BAB.
THE
BEFORE
UP
said M, L.
the Cleric shall send by mall to aU known credfaction. Trial bottle free.
two brothers, William E. and Hurry O., than have my feet out off,"
itors ooples of said petition and this order, ad"bat you'll
Ν. H. Brown, an attorney of Pittsfleld,
and two sisters, Mrs. A W- Andrews Bingham of Princeville, III.,
to them at their places of residence as
dressed
Dr.
King'·
need
eaten Vt, writes: "We have
bad
from
die
town.
(which
la
Mothers
ThU
Tow·.
this
gangrene
T·
and Miss Mildred Parlin, all of
staled.
said all New Life Pills for years and find them
if
tbe Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
don't,"
Witness
cross
sickyou
and
toes)
delicate,
feverish
much
eight
who
an
had
away
Children
Mr. and Mrs. Parlin have
Instead—he used Bucklen's such a good family medicine we wouldn't will get Immediate relief from Mother Gray's of the said Court, and the seal thereof, ofat Portness and trouble In their family of late, doctors.
la
said
April,
ConstiDistrict, on the 17th day
the
land,
cleanse
for
Children.
For
them."
Sweet
Powders
Its
They
Chills,
be without
wholly cured.
and they have the sympathy of many Arnica Salve till
act on the liver, making a sickly child A. D. 1909.
Boils, pation, Bilioasneas or Siok Headache stomach,
JAMES K. HEWEY, Clerk.
ru
for
worms.
A
certain
ears
I-J
and
friends. Arch!·'· funeral was held at cure· of Eczema, Fever Sores,
strong
healthy.
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
world. 26c they work wonder·, 2δο at P. A. Short- Sold by all druggist·, 96c. Sample Tree. Adthe hone· Wednesday afternoon, attend- Burns and Pile· astound the
Attest >-3AMES S. QKWIY, Cleric.
16-18
left A Co.'·.
dress, Allen sTounsted, Le Koy, η. T.
Λ
Co.'s.
A.
Shurtleff
f.
at
ed
Little.
Rev. J. H.
V.

long sleeves, only 98c.
WAISTS, Mercerized Lawn, fancy
front of baby tucks, embroidery and
lace, new long sleeves with tucks and
lace, a bargain for 11.25.
WAISTS, New Tailored Linen, with
large pearl buttons, trimmed with wide
tucks, very stylish, particularly good
value, 11.08.

short or

Bolster Co.,

Dayton

N.

FOR SALE.

$i

WAISTS of Batiste, pointed yoke of
fancy embroidery and lace insertion,
tacked collar and cuffs, lace trimmed
short sleeves; several other styles in

samples.

Carpets, Art Squares, Bugs,
Linoleums, Oilcloths, Mattings, &c.,
is complete.

The James T. Clark stand on Paris
Hill. Ten room house in good repair,
tillage land. Houae
twenty
can be bought with or without land.
Poet office, atore, churches and echool
all within 5 minutes walk. Apply to
DR. CHAS. L. ALDRICH,
10 17
Paris, Maine.

Price

send for

Our stock of

S1LVEB
SALE—HOUDON8 AND
breeds of heavy layF.
Mrs.
Λ.
15.
Allen,
strains,
$1.00
eggs
per
ing
Spring Valley Poultry Farm, West Paris, Maine.
16-18
B. F.D.I, Box 60.

ed.
red

or

The Prices Are

FOB

Early

them

see

Styles Are New.

Spangled liambnrge, both

White Buffalo.

A great many people ask why Smiley's Wale te are eo
much better than other waists and yet cheaper. There is only
one answer. They are creations of our own and manufactured expressly for us according to our own designs and there
is the style in them that pleases the wearer.

Rolls New Wall Paper

Tuesday evening, φ
die·—Dropsy, Diabetes or Bright'· disUnlversallst Church, Eev. 8. 0. Davis, ease. Take Electrio Bitter· at once and
Paetor. Preaching service on Sunday at 10:30
beat feelA. M. Sabbath School, 18Λ0; Y. P.C. U. meet- see Backache fly and all your
lng, 7.00 P. M.
ings return. "After long Buffering from
Methodist Church, Rev. C. A. Brooks· Paetor. weak
kidneya and lamenack, one $1.00
Preaching service, 10 Λ0 A. M.; Sabbath School,
writea J. R.
12.-00 M.; Social Evening Meeting, 7KM P.M., bottle wholly cured me,"
class
meeting Blankenahlp of Belk, Tenn. Only 60c at
prayer meeting, Tneaday evening;
Epworth League, Sunday F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'·.
Friday evening.
evening, βΛΟ P. M.
Baptist Church, Bev. B. S. Cotton, Pastor.
A Certain Cur· (tor Aching F«et.
Preaching service, 10:80 A.M.; Sabbith School,
Shake Into your shoes Allen's· Foot-Eue, a
12.Ό0Μ.; Prayer Meeting, Sunday evening 7 P.
powder. It cares Tired, Aching, Callous, SweatM., Wednesday evening, 7:30.
ing. Swollen feet. At all Drugglsta and Shoe
The mill pond of C. B. Cummings & Store·. 25c. Sample Fbee. Adore··, Alien S.
16-18
T.
Sods ia well filled and business at the Olmsted, Le Boy.lï.
saw mill will be rushing for some time
aa the firm bas a large amount of lumBorn.
ber to saw.
The Partridge Lumber Co. at the
In Paris, April 17. to the wife of Elmer W.
Lake abut down the mill some daya ago. Cummlngs, s daughter.
In Sooth Paris, April 15, to the wife of Fred
The firm will not operate the Roberta
Alton Buck, a dsngnter.
lot until another winter. The mill forIn East Fryeburg, April 10, to the wife of
W. Pike, a daughter.
merly operated at York's place will not Enoch
In
Norway, April 10, to the wife of StlUman B.
time.
be used again for some
a son.
a Cole,
and
about
P.
Stiles
Moses
In Greenfield, Maes., April 12, to the wife of
Capt.
dozen members of Co. D, 2d Regt., N. G. H. E. Hamilton, a eon.
S. M.. attended the drill and ball of Co.
I, 1st Regt., N. G. S. M., at Lewiaton
Married.
last week. Four men from D Company
The
drill.
took part in the competitive
In West Paris, April 11, by the Bev. D. B.
boys report a most pleasant evening. Ford, Mr. Laurl Kyilonen anu
Miss Elsl Haverwaa
the
Peterson
W.
Ο
lnen, both of West Parle.
judge.
Maj.
In West Paris, April 17, by the Rer. D. R.
Mr. and Mrs. V. W. Hills entertained
Ford, Mr. Kalle F. Komulalnen and Miss Anfiie
a party of frienda at their home on CotM. Huotarl.
In Mexico, April 12, by Bev. M. S. Howes, Mr.
tage Street Thursday evening. The
Jamee Burnett and Ml·· Euphemia Law, both
supper consisted of all the delicacies of of Mexico.
the season with lobsters served in variThe entertainment was most
ous ways.
Died.
pleasing.
Black & Frost have leased the Elm
House stable and have moved their
In West Bethel, April 9, Charles Dunham,
business from the Walker place on aged 67 years, 1 month, 10 days.
In
Vt., April 13, Carl R. Storra, forBridge Street. It is understood that merlyNewport.
of Hastings, aged 42 years.
old
the
of
have
will
either
In
part
Oxford,
April 12, Mrs. Stephen JUIson,
they
John M. Cummings stable for a carriage aged 72 years.
in Augusta, April 12, Mrs. Jennie K. Bumpus
houeeand office or build a carriage house of Oxford, wife of Charles Bumpus, aged 40
near the stable.
year·.
In Oxford, April 9, Mrs. Emma Bumpus, wife
Charles P. Barnes will continue to
of
Charles Bumpu·, aged 50 years.
serve as superintendent of schools until
In Bumford, April 9, Anna Farnum Keqpe,
Aug. 1st, at which time the new school aged 2years, 8 months.
W. Mcin North Waterford, April 11, J.
year will commence and the new order
Allister, aged 40 years.
of school matter take effect.
In Mexico, April 13, John Todd, Jr., aged 12
Arthur E. Norseworthy, for some time yeais
In Bumford. April 11, Infant daughter of Mr.
on the aick list, has greatly improved in
and Mrs. Fred Latham.
health and will soon attend to business

again.

SHIRT WAISTS.

7000

ΜΜΗΒΒΒΗΗ·············

Norway

money

by borrowing

at other times.

FARMERS
try keeping bank account at THIS STRONG NATIONAL B.\NK
and find out for yourselves how safe, convenient and easy it is.
a

Don't delay but mail your deposit TO-DAY.

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
of

Norway,

Maine.

HOW WELL YOU LOOK— The Land of
The satisfaction of feeling well is doubled by looking wett. The
"
"
Atww4'· Bitten are the one remedy that you can
true
L F.
always depend on to keep stomach, liver and bowels in perfect
condition that means good health. 35 cents a bottle at dealers.
Weil Lobcc, Me.
I would advise every family to keep the Ί. F.' Atw»«J*« Bitten
U
a
valuable
it
remedy. It ia
in their home. For tick headache,
all that it cUinu to be."
_N„A B Ramsmju
"

A LOW PRICE
—

ON

Friday, May 91st,
ΙΟ A. M. to 4 P. *.

At

Rumford, Friday, April 14th.

examined free and all Glasses

Eyes

and clean warranted

#

up stock.

Sts.,

The subscriber hereby (five* notice that she
has been duly appointed administratrix of the
estate of
tiEORGS C. MORRILL, late of Sumner,
In the County of Oxford, deceased. and frtven
AU persons having
bonds as the law directe.
demands against the estate of said deceased
for settlement,
same
the
to
desired
are
present
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make

payment immediately.
KATIE B. MORRILL.
March 16th, 1S09.

satisfactory.

A

charge

new

glad

to

concrete

amount

same

your

Sold,

or

send direct

to

toy

A. W. Walker A. Son,
South

Spokesman-Review.

No. 454.—Geographical Acrostic.
The initials name un important commercial city of northern Europe; the
finals the country In which it Is sit1. An Important city of
Pennsylvania. 2. A city of Turkey In
Europe. 3. An island of Africa. 4. A
small klugdom of Europe. 6. A city

of New York. 0. A river and bay of
New Jersey. 7. A city and bay of Ireland.
~

No. 455.—Easy Beheadings.
1. Behead disloyalty and leave the
pride of mankind. 2. Behead a course
and leave to stretch and strain. 8. Behead to wet thoroughly and leave a
4. Behead a
tree of a certain kind.
quality belonging to all substances that

cau be welched and leave a number,
fi. Behead an implement of warfare
and leave a sign of a thought β. Behead 8mall numbered cubes and leave
a pr««duct of hard froeL

No. 456.—Riddle.
When In the forest s leafy glad·

stand.
A noble tree
But when the tree la felled I'm found
Wlthl: the workman'» hand.
I am a level tract of land
Uncrossed by rtll or brook.
I am the way you like to see.
But never like to look.
—St. Nlchotaa.

4Ô7 —Pictured Word.

Γ

ALMOST
AS
GOOD

î

AS
A

DAILY

Papers One Year (or $2.25.

NEWSPAPER.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,

South Paris, Maine.

Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEW-

YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE. New-York City, will

bring

you a free

Pianos

eample

Organs.

s

Large Stock of New

copy.

Organs.

Pianos and

o?èh°0rdll,g t0ithe,lre

IV.—-King George's War
By Albeit Pajrtoo TeAuoe

ne£
-"A
ft?

cooking

I· ao much variation in the
unless one knows about the possible to do it only by a light puff of
It takes most girls six
" ,e d,fflou't to have the breath.
them always done to the desired degree. weeks to acquire this knack and some
are
never
able to acquire it.
girls
8CBAMBLED ΙΘ68.
The gold reaches tbe "beaters" first in
tablespoon of batter in the wide bars or nuggets and has to be
wtter· fle»t three weighed, melted and made into inch°τβΓ
eggs slightly, "hake in a little penDer wide ribbons before anything else is
ton loto the bot butt.r, .od „
done. The ribbon is then cut into inch
"»
squares and beaten with a hammer wield"hen all is a quivering, jelly-like maim ed by a man. When each leaf has been
w'th «ait, and serve at beaten thin it is transferred to a mold
on wafers, toast, or shortcakes. where it is beaten for hours more.
once on
The
beating is done with a wooden hammer
tubwbd Egos.
to
from
seven
eighteen pounds,
of batter ,n weighing
on a sheepskin cushion, which rests on a
toe not blazer, break an egg in a saucer
The
block.
gold need for beatgranite
th*
without
ing is usually 22 or 23 carats fine. A
In* the
k' ePrlnk'e with salt and little
alloy of copper or silver is added
C0°ked Whito toward
to make it spread. It would be imtoo
the
spreading
the beaters say to handle perwi
flrm· add a dot possible
egg
fectly pure gold.
0,<>Γ· "d
After the gold baa been beaten it is
banded over to tbe girls who lift the unCBLAM OMELET.
shaped leaf from tbe mold with a pair of
Put one teaapoon of butter Into the wooden piDcere, flatten it out on a sbeep
skin cushion by gently blowing on it,
<=»p o' tbta
cut it to a perfect square, replace it becream, and when hot, add aiz wellbeaten eggs. When the eggs begin to tween tbe leaves of the book and flatten
set, commence stirring, and stir until all it ont with tbe breath.
There are twenty-live leaves in a book,
'"thickened by the eggs.
a
"alt and PePPer, and and a skilled girl can pack 70 books in a
day for which she gets from two and
it by spoonfuls from the pan.
serve u
one-half to three cents a book.
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6ood

tableswiia
;a
'efeP°°°e
flp«0
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cînînfth)ft

.cheeee

Paprika.' j
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SAt'TE.

Kemuve the skin and fibres from th.
Doorkeepei (at the musical comedy)—
i0 balTej «■* wsy. Don't you want to come back?
«
Mdt one tablespoon of butter in the
Victim—No.
blaxer, and when hot lay in the bananas
Doorkeeper—Well, take tbia pa··
,ben ,urn them check, anyway. Ypu can band it to
«h
roWD ePrinkle slightly some chap ouuide.
Victim—My dear (eilow, I haven't ·η
enemy in the world.

mS?

mCUI

ovÎ/aiid

^Γΐ,'Λΐ.Γ^ ι"

1™°'

beets.

10

ream to cover,
*

Have

Jitu

t

tbiD

or

into

and, add one teaapoon

Cream

Uttle

of

"Ufrar BOd aaU
to "oisten the

®D0USh

lyonnaise

potatoes.

tut one plot of cold boiled potatoes
into tbin slice· and season with salt and
pepper. Fry one scant tablespoon of
minced onion in one heaping tablespoon
of butter, until yellow. Add the potatoes and stir with a fork until they have
absorbed all the butter, being careful not
to break tbem.
Add one tablespoon of
chopped parsley, and serve hot. One
tablespoon of vinegar heated with the
butter gives the potatoes a nice tlavor.
CANNED

8TBIN0

BEANS.

Cook one small onion in two tablespoons of hot butter until yellow, add
one-half teaspoon of salt, a dash of pepper and nutmeg, and the beans rinsed
and drained. Toss them about in the
hot butter, cover the pan, and cook
slowly ten minutes. Add one teaspoon
of lemon juice, and serve hot.

good qualities of Ely's Cream
Balm, solid, are found in Liquid Cream
All the

they were
dragged Into the
thftn

fatherlands' disputes. The English settlers held tbe Atlantic coast from
French colonists
Maine to Georgia.
had settled Canada. So wheu England
and France went to war In H580 their
subjects In the western hemisphere dutifully flew at each other's throat.
While the Etipllsh pioneers bad for the
most pnrt maltreated the Indian and
won his dislike, the French bad made
stanch friends of the red men.
So it was that In 1090. when the
French In Canada planned a swift descent upon Boston and New \ork. their
Indian friends accompanied the expedition. Schenectady and Salmon Falls
were among the larper settlements
they attacked, aud each town was tbe
scene of a horrible massacre.
The
invaders were beateu back, a conpress from various Euglisb settlements
convening to plan the work of defense.
In 1702 the struggle apaln broke out,
aud Queen Anne's war ensued. New
England was Invaded by the French
and Indians.
Deerfleld. on the Connecticut river, was burned and Its Inhabitants either slain or sold Into slavery a mon ρ the French. New ^ork was
safe because Its forests were populate
by the Iroquois. calling themselves tbe
Five Nations, who hated tbe Canadian
Indians nnd were more or less friendly
to tbe Enpltah.
lu 1710 « '«"dy "f
ton inlllila. aided by a British fle«*.
capturtd P«>rt Royal, which. In honor
of Queen Anne, was renamed Annapolis.
Then apou tb* wornogt colonists
pea··*, enabling
from the delation
and hardships of the p«*t two decades
and to build up their destroyed settlements.
At the close of this breathing
space a third and preater outbreak
It bepan In 1744 aud Is rememcame.
bered as King George's war.
came a

then

to

Balm, which is

l/iulsburp

Tlie French were taken by surprise,
but defended the place gallantly. Five
finies the New Englanders hurled themselves against the ramparts, only to be
driven back. But at last, on June 28,
the city and fortress of Louisburg surrendered nt:d all Cape Breton was lu

English hand.". So ended King George's
war, which, with the conflicts that preceded it. was merely the forerunner of
the Infinitely more bloody French and
Indian war.
Yet Kins William's, Queen Anne's
and King George's wars had scourged

tablespoon
vinegar,
Boil until crisp when dropped in cold
A little boy of eight years, attending
The Aristocrat·.
water, add a scant teaspoon of bicarbon- school away from home, wrote a letter
"Are there degrees of rank In the
ate of soda, and stir well, then pour it to his sister, from which the following
servants ball'/"
carefully over the peanuts. Let it cool extract is taken:
"To l.e sure Maids who have charge
"We have had a spelling-match in
quickly, and when very hard break into
insisting upon having
genuine irregular pieces.
school to-day, and I spelled all the boys of dugs won't associate with maids
Foley's Honey and Tar, which contains
down and won the meddle."
who look after children."-Louisville

Good second hand organs from $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyone
Foley'· Honey and Tar la a safeguard
Second hand pianos from $125 to $175. against serious results from spring colds,
to ouy for New Year's present.
Nice instruments. Square pianos for $15, $35, $35. Stools, Chairs and which inflame the lungs and develop
Into pneumonia. Avoid counterfeits by
Here is
other musical merchandise. Write for catalog of playerpianos.
the
•

good

trade in musical instruments.

no

W. J.
tlools.,

Billing»
util

'arl«.

MIND!

1X1
When In want of

anything

in

our

line· give us

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

a

call.

WE SELL

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Qlass,
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,
Houee Paints,
Barn Paints,
Roof Paints,

Wagon Faints,

Floor Paints,
Floor Dressing.
Floor Finisn,

Putty, Nails,

Linseed Oil,
Varnishes,

Liquid filler,

Turpentine,

Brushes.

harmful

drugs.

F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

MAPLE SUGAR CANDY.

One cup of milk,
cap of cream,
He—Poor Ethel has bad lots of trouble one
of maple sugar. Pound tbe
pound
since she obtained her divorce.
sugar into small pieces, and put all toShe—How'· that?
gether in the blazer, and stir constantly
three
her
dog
He—Hubby kidnapped
as it boils, and when it will harden in
times.
cold water, stir in as many chopped nuts
then turn out
Beer Drinker· and others who suffer as the candy will take up,
a shallow buttered pan, and
with Bright's Disease, Diabetes, Back to cool in
into
when hard break up
irregular
Ache, or any Kidney or Bladder Trouble
can be cured if they will take Bloodine pieces.
Blood and Kidney Tablets. 25c. a box,
DEVILED ALMONDS.
mailed by The Bloodine Co., Ino., BosOne cap of almonds blanched and cat
ton, Mass.
into long slivers. Pat one tablespoon of
batter in the blazer, and when hot tarn
afflioted
with
a
green
Yoang Thomas,
in tbe almonds, and stir until all are a
apple pain in hi· midst, thns explained
one
tablespoon of
his condition to his mother: "Mother, light trown. Mix
of walnut
Pve got an awful bad pain right in the chutney, tWb tablespoons
of minced olives,
middle of my stomach, bnt the rest of cateap, one tablespoon
and one-fourth teaspoon of salt. Mix it
me feels fine."
with the nuts and serve as soon as hot.
one

If yon have baokache and urinary
IN BUXTEB.
SCALLOPS FBIED
Our paints include Impervious, Heath <& Miliigan, and Sherwin-Williams.
troubles you should take Foley's Kidney
Drain tbe scallops and dry thoroughly
Remedy to strengthen and build up the
between towels. Cover them with fine
best of all roofings. TIIE TIME TESTED KIND. Don't kidneys ·ο they will act properly, as a cracker crumbs seasoned with salt and
Faroid
serious kidney tronble may develop. F.
try imitations.
pepper. Let them stand for ten minâtes
A. Shurtleff A Co.
where they will not touch each other,
to
kind
that
lasts.
make
order.
The
Screens—We
and
Window
Screen Doors
did yon revolt against the gov- then roll again iu fine cracker and cook
"Why
Have
veranda
screened
in.
in
stock.
of
doors
your
Regular sixes
them in hot batter. Do not crowd them,
ernment?"
We sell wire screen cloth, spring hinges, Jkc.
turn them when brown, and keep plenty
The Cuban shrugged his shoulders.
"What would yon?" he replied. of butter in the pan. Drain and serve
Wheelbarrows—We have a few tint class whoelbarrows. Call and see them.
"There was no cockfight scheduled for with hot sauce Tartare. Mix one tablespoon eaoh of vinegar, lemon juice, and
Telephones and Electrieal Supplies—We sell "Columbia Ignition Batteries" the the day."
Worcestershire saace, and one-fourth
best for automobiles and telephones.
Are you tortured to death daily with teaspoon of salt, and a few drops of
Eczema? why suffer when Bloodine onion juice, and heat in a small sauceOintment will give you instant relief and pan over bot water. Brown two rounded
permanently cure you. 60c. a box mail- tablespoons of butter in an omelet pan
ed by The Bloodine Co., lao., Boston, and strain it loto the acid mixture and
Mam.
serve very hot.

Roofing—The

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

During the spring every one would be
benefitted by taking Foley's Kidney
Remedy. It furnishes a needed tonio to
the kidneys after the extra strain of winter, and it purifies the blood by stimulating the kidneys, and causing them to
eliminate the impurities from it. Foley's Kidney Remedy Imparts new life

and vigor. Pleasant
Shurtleff A Co.

to

take.

F.

A.

"Matftma," says the big little sister
while the baby is angrily wailing, "how

Courier-Journal.

Honesty Is the best policy, although

It may have the deferred
cltMix·' stt'whiiient.—Judge.

dividend

Needed Assistance.
"I have a recret."
"What are you going to do with ltf
"Give It to yon."

"Help, help!"

Do you eat
of this
long is it since the baby was baptized?"
"Three weeks, dearie," answered the
The great benefit in heal'h and strength
mother. "But why do you ask?"
"Don't you think we'd better have him that always is enjoyed by regular eaters
baptized again? I don't believe It took of good oatmeal is known the world
at all."
over.
Every year there are more and
When Bloodine Rheumatic Liniment more eaters of Quaker Oats, which is
has cured so many casee of Rheumatism,
recognized in this country and in Europe
why do you suffer with this terrible
affliotlon? It relieves all pain instantly. as the one perfect oatmeaL
25c. and 60c. a bottle.
All the experiments of the govern-

enough

were

drawn up and

badly swollen

and I

Freight rate·

could just manage to wabble around

Ν. Y.

Family

Prescience.
Nearly every family picks the wrong
member for the fool.—Life.

220 Smith

Capable,

neat

girl

for

sired hue

■

and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors
High Grade

aJway.ee

ι

Empire

Cream

Separator,

wagon, carts and rack

farm

complete.

MAÛD G. GOWELL.

15.17

TRUE'S ELIXIR

1

roR SALE—BARRED PI.TMOUTH ROCK
it it * for hutching, from i.rrmlum rrfUUre·!
tbjck. #1.00 per *cu1iu of il. N. P. Snell. Cum
Μ IS
in Id*» botrltojr hoaae.Norway.
«·

contains 100percent more
efficiency than any known
preparation on the market
Keeps your blood pure and
your stomach and bowels
clean and healthy. If you
feel languid and out of
sorts, take it to-day—the
results will show.
$1.00

50c.

35c.

IN USE 57 YEARS

flour.

and
It is tested every half hour day
ay ana
experienced nurae.
icnby the most exacting scion
Townsend, Oxford, nighttests.
This insures absoufic
D. 1, or telephone E. L. lute satisfaction in baling
England 12 4, Oxford and all the time.

Maine, R. F.
Burns, New
Otlsfield 14, Oxford.

13tf

EXPOSURE BRINGS ON

Rheumatism.
Painful in its mildest form, quickly

y
Williamïell

an agony or torture if negWhen you feel the first pain
in the muscles, the first slight still-

becoming
lected.

It
in the joints take Bloodine.
immediately on the Blood and
Nerves, and will positively cure

ANSTED & lil'RK COMPANY. MiQtri
SprinjiicM, C'uio

ness

acts

Rheumatism,

however severe.

PROOF*

SHAMOKIN. PA., Sept. 14, '1)3.
I wish to thank you for the good
Gentlemen
I have Buffered
that "Bloodlne" has (lone me.
with RheumaUsm and Kidney trouble for year·*,
and have tried a great many remedle·, with little
or no results until I was advised by Dr. L. Wolverton to try your Bloodlne.
Well, In three days I was able to work, and
can truthfully say ihat "Bloodlne" le the greatI can recommend
est remedy I ever heard of.
It to all suflerers.

JOSEPH KRAMER.

No. 805 N. Shaiuokln St.

Rheumatism is caused by uric*acid in
the blood.
Cast this acid out of the body and you
are at once cured.

FREE.

FREE.

Mrs. A. C. Taintor, Colchester, Conn.,
writes that a free sample bottle of Blood·
ine helped her when she was all run
down. Dloodine is a body builder and
system tonic of wonderful merit, and if
you have not tried it, you should to-day.

greatest system Tonic in

world.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,

Sick kidneys
Bloodine.

are

positively

cured

the

by

FREE—To prove the wonderful merits of
Bloodlne we will mall a large sample bottle

anyone sending 10 cents In silver or
stamps for postage. Address, The Bloodine
Company, Boston, Mass.
to

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate

Nichols St..

Bankrupt's

SOUTH Paris,

Petition for

In the n&Ucr of
ORLANDO A

)

Dichaiye.

j

InBar.i
BI8RRK.
Bankrupt. )
To the Hon. Claruk κ Hal*. Judg* <>f I
trlct Court of lb<· Untie·! HUW· for

,u j.
I

of M kin· :
tu
A MM) A. llDOtRK, of tMstel l.
county of Oiford. »o.i iiau of M
».
s
In Mi IHMllct, reepertfuily rrprwnu,
Ute IHh
lay of April, 1 «h., be »»·
·.
•illu.lfc·! bankrupt, under the A.-u of <
relating to Bankrupt· ?. that be bas lu
rendered «11 ht· proeertv an<l r1*hu of L>r
ty
u
and hu full J roepllr·! wltb all (ne rr.juln
of Mid Art* and of the orders of Court tou. .·<
hi· bankrupt»·*.
Wherefore ne pray·, that be may lie 1. ..-I
».
bjr the Court to have a full dlcbarg·· fr
ill
debta provable again.t hi* otale ur. >
π
bankruptcy Art·, except mrb debts »■
rente·I by law from such <UsrhannDate· I tela Mh 'tar of April, A. D. 1·
ORLANDO A- RI8REK. Bant it
ORDK1 OF NOTICE TBEBk.O*

OKI.

The perfect system Cgranted.

great Ansted C®. Burk
Mills guarantees this perfect

wanted.

The

Sepia and Oil a specialty,

Oibtuct or Maimk. aa.
on thla 10(h <1*7 of Audi. A. D. l<
•a.l!n( the foregoing petition, It laOrdered by the Court, that a bearing
u.
upon the Mine ob the 3*h 'lay of Aprt,
law, before mM Court at Portland, In »a! t 1)'.·
*.
u
an
In
10
o'clock
the
forenoon,
trlct, at
The Oif nl
nolh-e thereof be published In
i.
Democrat, a newapaper printed In aafcl Dl
anil that aJl known creditors, ami other ρ·.·
tn IntereM, may appear at the μΙ·1 u
ce, anil «how uum, If any they hare, why
prayer of aalil petitioner should but be

at the

A situation m an
Write to Mrs. A. E.

Portrait Work

in Crayon, Water color,

general

At my farm in Paris, on road leading from South Paris to East Oxford,

Thb Picture

Mouldings s,;!L

&

For Sale.

Zj

low as other lines.

Picture Frames

Bldg., Syracuse,

WANTED.

as

J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent,
Portland, Me.

Incandescent Lamps.
Good wages to the
housework.
Inrandesrenl lamps can be colored right person. Address
by dipping tbem In a solution of white
MRS. HOMER N. CHASE,
shellac In denatured alcohol to which
24 Madison St., Auburn, Me.
h.is been added aniline dye of the de- in:

rFor Sale at Your Grocer's

N. D. Bolster & Co.
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.

Ill the matter of
SILAS A. STEARNS,

1

}

In

Banfcniptcy.

An>tttU further ordered by the Court, t »i
the Clerk tlutll aen<l by mall to all known
Mora coulee of Mid petition and this order
dreMed to them at tbelr place* of resldeni. »·
•Uteri.
Witness the Ηυκ. Clakknck Hale, J 'λ
of the sal·! Court, an<t the aeal thereof, at I' η
land, In m1<1 District, on the loth "lay of Λ, :,
A. D. litt».
JAME3 E. HEWEY, Cler»
[L.S.]
A true copy of petition and orler thereon
Atteat JAMES R. HRWEY, Cleri
NOTICE.

In the Dlatrlct Court of the Untte<l Stat·
the Dlatrlct of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankr.ii ιUEORUE K. CHAPMAN,

r

J

οί Porter, Bankrupt. )

in
To the creditors of lieorge E. Chapm.v
the County of Oxfonl And <llatrlct a for»·-λ!
>.
Ί
of
3rd
Notice fa hereby given that on the
April, A. D. 1909, the said George K. Clu| ■.*&
-t
Un
and
that
wa» duly adjudicated bankrupt,
«
meeting of hie creditors will be held at the
of the Referee, No. 8 Market .Square.
Pari», on the lilst day of April, A. 1). 1 .·■ »t
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which i:
said creditors may attend, prove their cU
!
appointa trustee, examine the bankrupt,
transact such other business as may proi><. r y
come before said meeting.

South Parts, April 3.1&9.
WALTER L.URAY,
Referee in Bankruptcy
ηνικΕι

In the District Court of the United Suttee for
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

'· e

In tbo matter of
)
Bankrupt. )
In Bankrupt
KDWAIil) C. BEAN,
To the Hon. Clarknck Half., Judge of the 1)1».
of Hebron, Bankrupt. )
the
District
United
for
States
trlct Court of the
Edward
C.
To
the
creditor·
of
Bean, In
of Maine :
County of Oxford and illstrlct aforesaid
A. 8TKARNS, of Stoneham, In the
Notice Is hereby given that on tne lOtb dn
County of Oxford, anil State of Maine, April, A. D. 19U9, the said Edward C It,
In said District. respectfully ropresent* that on was
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that thi
the 13th day of February, last pant, he was duly meeting of his creditors will be held at the
bankrupt under the Acts of Congress re- of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South P«
lating to Bankruptcy; that he has duly surren- on the Nth day of April, A. D.
\ at 1"
dered all his property ami right* of property, In the forenoon, at which time the said r>
and ha» fully compile*! with all the requirements
may attend, prove their claims, ai>i"
of said Acts and of the orders of Court touching trustee, examine the
bankrupt, and U
his bankruptcy.
such other buMness as may properly com.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed fore said
meeting.
all
by the Court to have a full discharge from
South Paris, April 10,1900.
debts provable against his estate under said
WALTER L. GRAY,
such debts as are ex·
Acts, except
bankruptcy
Referee In Bankr ιί·
*
rtiptcy Λ<
dtscha
cepteifby law from such discharge,
A I). 1909.
bated this 9tb day of April,
prll, A.
SILA& A. STEARNS, Bankrupt.
NORTH AMERICAN

}

e

SILAS

adjudged

f

■

-.

<

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREOF.

District ok Maine, ss.
On this K)th day of April. Α. I». 1909, on reading the foregoing petition, it Is
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing lie had
upon tho same on the 3»Hh day of April. A. I).
1909, before said Court at Portland, In said Distrlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; ami that no
tlce thereof be published In the oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
that all known creditors, and other persons In
Intercut, may appear at the tutld time and place,
and show cause, If any they have, why the
prayer of said |K-tltloner should not be granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all knows rred
Itora copies of said petition and this order, ad
dressed to them at their places of residence a*
stated.
Witness the Hon. Claiksi κ IIalk, Judge of
me sai l Court, and the wal thereof, at Portland.
la said District, on the Ι'ΗΙι day of April, A. D
1909.
JAMES Κ. IIItWΕV, Clerk
[L.·.]
A true copy of petition and onlrr thereon
J Α Μ Ελ Κ. IIRWKY.Clerk.
Attest

ACCIDENT INftl/BANCE CO.
117 Ls»slli

Ml., Chicago, llllaol.
Il, 1IW.

Assets Dec.

Mortage Loan·,.

111··

t

Collateral I.oau»,
Stocks and Bonds,
Cash In ufflee and Baak,

«4

tel,
S>·

Agents' Balance·,.
Kent·,

Interest and

Grosa Assets

Deduct Items not admitted,

I

4

W·

Admitted Asaeta,
I
l.labl Uie· Dec SI. ISO*
I
lx
Net I'η pal
«ses,
I

*·

<

>·
>·

l'nearaed Fremluais,
All other UaMittles.
ash capital,
Surplus over all LlaMMtl··,

II·

» »·*
Cl'RTIi.
Ruinford. Ms)
I xcelleal territory throughout New I
Tem<·
sell·
sy seller·.
open. <)ur policies ea«y
ror particular· spplv to
NORTH KASTKRN AWEMCY COMl'l"
Mana«er. Eastern Departiueiit,
1· Liberty (Hreet, New York ttty
Total Liabilities and

Surplus.
Κ

A

—

Optician.

•TATE or
COUNTY OF OXFORD,

Lowest Prices in Oxford Counlv.

MAJSE.
as :

To the honorable Justice of the Suprême J'
clal Court next to be held at Rutuford, with
In and for said county, on the second Tu<
Of May, A. D. 190»:
!
Frederick SUuenwl Ite of Bethel, In
county, husband of Rota M ^llMtvWtl
π
Ιν
lawfu
was
•pertfully représenta, that be
■··
rltd to the said Rosa M., at Mallon Bay, In
Province of Nova Scotia, on the tlrst day f
·»
A. D. Irt», by a Minister of the <·
pel; that they live·! together as hustin: I ·*
wife at Nortbdeld, In the county of Luneo
Hi»
and said 1'rovlnce for a period of three m
at the end of which time the aald Rosa M
said wife, deserted him without cause and Ι··Κ
the
blm and went to parte unknown to blm
time, ami respectfully represent· and aver* th.it
it
tl.
since
s·
ber
en or ncarl from
he has never
time tho he haa made diligent search an I In
ul
fsltli
a
as
that
he
conducte<l
blinsclf
qulry;
and affectionate husband until she deserted him
and has elnce been faithful to his marriage v. *
Wherefore he pray· that a divorce may >*
dccrced.
Bethel, Maine, April β, 1909.
-·

September,

NORWAY, MAINE,

.,

A STARTLINQ STATEMENT.
MEW

YORK

MEDICAL

CLAIM DYSPEPSIA

AUTIiOUITIES

CAUSES

CONSUMP-

TION.

checked dyspepsia, especially when tbe
victim wh predisposed to tuberculosis.

out tbe body and
brain, the weakened, irritable stomach is
unable to digest food, tbe body does not
receive tbe required nourishment, constipation ensues and the victim becomes
tbln, weak tod haggard. A· a result,
the body becomes a fertile field for tbe
germs of disease to lodge and flourish.
Therefore, tbe person who permits
dyspepsia to progress unhindered is
goilty of contributing toward tbe devel
opment of one of tbe most insidious and
fatal diseases known to mankind.
treatDyspepsia is curable if
ed. P. A. Shurtleff & Co. sell a remedy
which tbey positively guarantee will

Dyspepsia

wears

properly

cure

WadBworth, Howland & Co.
BAY

The post mortem statistics of tbe big
New Tork hospitals show that tome
uncases of consomption are doe to

tbey
will pay for all tbe medicine used during
This remedy is an absolutely
tbe trial.
experts and the athletic new medical discovery and baa been

ment food
Jinks—"Harkine doesn't strike me as
Yet.be deolares that he never trainers of Yale University prove that
feels so comfortable as when he is snugly cereal eaters are the strongest and
settled in his library."
healthiest, and Quaker Oats stands at
Binks—"Ob, that's not surprising. the
head of the list of cereal foods. It is
His bookcase is a folding bed."
not only the best food, but it's the cheapWe often wonder how any person can est food on
earth. Eat it daily for
be persuaded into taking anything but
Foley's Honey and Tar for coughs, colds breakfast
The large size family package of
and lung trouble. Do not be fooled into
aoceptlng "own make" or other substi- Quaker Oats, with a handsome piece of
tutes. The genuine contains no harmful
china, sells at 30c; without the china,
drugs and la In a yellow package. F. A.
25c Tbtaqpfar ate «·**·«■» Ml
Shurtleff Λ Co.

literary.

"For years I suffered untold
Leave Union Wharf, Boston, week
says:
agony from Rheumatism, and was unable days only, at 7 p.m., for Portland.
to get out of bed without assistance. At
times I was in fearful agony and was
Through tickets on sale at principal
miserable snd wanted to die. My limbs railroad stations.

Drug Co.,

News.
money to part with."—Chicago

recover

wars

fl.OO.

■TATEBOOBf· fl.OO.

|

thirty years'

intended for use in
That it
is a wonderful
atomizers.
remedy for Nasal Catarrh is proved by
an ever-increasing mass of testimony.
It does not dry out nor rasp the tender the colonies In such fashion us to have
cnl:itultou9
4. To compound; affable.
air-passages. It allays the inflammation
a less hardy and he5. To obliterate; talked deliriously, β.
THE CHAFING-DISH.
PEAS IN
and goee straight to the root of the dis- utterly discouraged
To consecratc: happiness. 7. Part of a
ease.
Obstinate old canes have yielded Pole race. During
Open a can of the best peas, turn tbem
into a colander and let cold water run in a few weeks. All druggists, 75c., in- those years of
nut; η word of command.
Centrals uame a county of New York through them until there is no more cluding spraying tube, or mailed by Ely s υ κ ρ e η s e few
New
foam. Tut a rounded tablespoon of but· Bros., 56 Warren Street, New York.
England
state aud a city within that county.
ter in tbe blazer, add the drained peas,
families could go
PLAY
BALL.
and
a
little
on
pepper, sugar,
sprinkle
.0 sleep at night
Letter Puzzle.
Office Boy—I want to go to my grand- without the fear
salt, and toss them about in the hot butWords containing five letters which ter until well heated, then serve at once. mother's funeral.
af being waken
can be expressed by two?
Employer—I can't let you go, and I
CHOCOLATE CARAMELS.
don't think you will be missed anyway, ed by the war
1. An English country. 2. To surPut into the blazer one pound of brown ae the last time she had a funeral there yell of the savpass? 3. Decreptitude? 4. A girl'·
choco- were 15,000 people there.
ages. Like a dename? 6. To take by force? 6. Con- sugar, one-fourth pound of grated
and one-half cup of water, and let
late,
<iroj lng tire, tlx·
taining nothing?
Mr. F. 6. Fritts, Oneonta, N, Y„ French "enî t belit cook until a little dropped in cold
Answers: 1. Essex (s x). 2. Excel water will harden. Then stir in one writes:
was
benelittle
"My
girl
greatly
masses of red a I
(x 1). 3. Decay (d k). 4. Katie (k t). tablespoon of butter and one cap of fitted by taking Foley's Orino Laxative,
lies over the de6. Seize (c c). 6. Empty (m t).
Mix
thoror
and
it
is
walnuts
I
think
the
best
for
conpecans.
chopped
remedy
fenseless 1 a u d.
oughly, and turn into shallow battered stipation and liver trouble." Foley's Here is a
single
and before it hardens cut it into Orino Laxative «is best for women and
pans,
to
Puzzledom.
Key
children, as it is mild, pleasant and ef- historic Instance
squares.
No. 444.—What Am I? Yardstick.
fective, and is a splendid spring medi- that had hunNo. 445.—The Fish Market: White,
VANILLA CABAMELS.
cine, as it cleansee the system and dears dreds of counterblack, blue, shark, carp, eel, rock, pike,
Cook together Id tbe blazer two cupe the complexion. F. A. Shurtleff <jfc Co.
parts: Thomas
of granulated sugar, one cup of cream,
perch, sardine, whale, trout.
Dunstan, a farmA DISTINCTION.
No.446.—Triple Acrostic—Words: Not, and two rounded tablespoons of butter,
HELD THKM AT UAY.
er of Haverhill,
"I say, do you think that Wiggins Is a
ell, aid, poe. Initials: Neap. Centrals; stirring constantly, until a little dropped
Mass.. was riding home from the fields,
in ice water will harden to a Arm ball. man to be trusted?"
Olio.
Finals: Tide, neap tide.
Remove from the heat, and add two tea"Trusted? Yes, rather.
Why, I'd alien seven of his children came hurNo. 447.—Deletion: Struck, stuck.
of vanilla extract, beat it well, trust hfm with
rying from the woods to meet him
my life!"
No. 448.—Rebus Puzzle; The giraffe spoons
and then turn into buttered pans to cool.
"Yea, bat with anything of value, I with the news that twelve Indians had
Is covered with beautiful spot·.
Mark in squares.
mean."
burned his house and had carried away
No. 449.—Riddle: Fray.
PEANUT CANDY.
Ills sick wIfe and her newborn baby
No. 450.—Word Square:
in
have
dark
browo
taste
Do you
that
and half grown son. Just then another
Have ready a quantity of peanuts
mouth
when
you
your
every morning
cow·
shelled, skinned, and split in halves, put awake? If so you are bilious and should party of savages rushed on the farmer.
a layer of them on a shallow, greased
little
Driving his children before him, Dun·
two
of
those
Bloodine
three
take
or
0 8
10
pan. Cook together in the blazer one Liver Pilla, easy to take, never sicken, Btan fired back at the savages and held
dark
one
w I
fashioned
old
L t
of
molasses,
cup
weaken or gripe, 25c. mailed by The them at bay until be reached the near*
cup of brown sugar, tine tablespoon of Bloodine Co., Inc., Boston, Mass.
• Ο
L
Ο
est settlement, a mile away.
of batter.
and one
No. 458.—Central Chang·.
(Five letter words.]
1. One of Orion's stars; revolt 2. A
snlr.d plant; stupid. 3. A lighthouse;

Many|

This little boy
ual caller while his mother waa upStdRtnahips "Governor Dingley" or
"Governor Cobb" leave Franklin Wharf,
stairs putting the finishing touches to
whose
her toilet Said the little boy,
The following letter is one of thou- Portland, week day· onlj at7 v. u
own toilet was sadly In need of atten- sand· received at oar office aod should for Boeton.
be of Interest to Rheumatic sufferers.
tion:
Retumluc
Prof. C. J. Budlong, Phœnix, R. I.,
"What does e. t c. mean?"
was

new

Tbe New Knplanders In tbe earlier
had captured a tract of land In
the north, which they had named Nova
geotla (New Scotland).
In 174-1 the
Fren b governor of Cape Breton raided English towns there.
The New
England colonists rushed to arms In
middle
life
have
uaually
People past
defense of their brethren.
Supplies,
•ome kidney or bladder disorder that
men nnd arms were voted by other colis
which
the
vitality,
naturally onies. bot the brunt of the whole war
sap»
lower in old age.
Foley's Kidney
stimu- fell upon the Massachusetts men. Four
corrects
troubles,
nrinary
Remedy
lates the kidneys, and restores strength thousand militia troops, under General
and vigor. It cures uric acid troubles Pepperell of Massachusetts, marched
by strengthening the kidneys so they out of Boston In April, 174Γ», and made
will strain out the uric acid that settles for
Cape Breton. l»ent on retaliation.
in the muscles and joints causing rheuThe key to the Cn|ie Breton situation
matism. F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
was the powerful French fortress of

Officer—Hi, you! That car's smoking,
It can't go in the park.
Driver—Can't go in the park? My dear
sir, this car can go in the roost unexpected places, also turn flip-flops, climb trees,
do a really good buck and wing, and it
not only smokes, but sometimes I suspect it of drinking. Possibly you mean
the oar may not go in the park. There's
nothing in God's world it can't do!

a cas-

FI1MT CLAM FARE

ers."
foothold counted
be said:
Uric Ο is an internal blood remedy and
for almost noth- moment, and then
time
it acts on the blood, muscles and kid"I wish my mamma could find
ing.
the buttona on my pants." neys. It is not a cathartic or poison and
France ana to et cetera
disease only,
In bin disheveled appear- is recommended for one
taking·
And,
England were
Rheumatism, in all its forms.
"Amen."—
murmured.
visitor
the
ance,
continually at
Commence a Uric-0 treatment to-day
York Times.
odds with one New
and start yourself upon the highway to
And no
other.
perfect health and happiness.
Willing to Try It.
Uric-0 is sold and recommended by F.
did the
sooner
aoon
are
partbis
money
"A fool and
A. Shurtleff & Co. at 75c. and 11.00 the
coloAmerican
ed," quoted the pessimist
bottle.
They will furnish samples and
nies begin to gain
"Yes," rejoined the optimist, "bnt It's literature upon request or the same can
a little strength
worth while being α fool to have the be obtained by writing to The Smith

break!

Peel and slices Spanish onion scald
An old German was a porter in a comand drain. Melt two round"e ot butter in the pan, add miasion house in Cincinnati, and, being a
the sliced onion and cook it slow!ν ten good saleeman and judge of money, be
sometimes sold merchandise. One day,
mmutes. Add one-hslf cup
Ane. Stir taking a |5 note which tbe bank refused
and βθ880η with to receive, stating that, though a very
sal
t0D® egg> add two
imitation, it was a counterfeit, tbe
n# mi'k or cream, and stir It
oi
ookkeeper banded it back to tbe porter,
9 mixture. Remove from telling him to return it to tbe customer.
the
s"n A week afterward tbe bookkeeper in" ™" mlIed·
Wia
quired if the counterfeit note bad been
returned.
FONDUE.
"yell," he said, "dat man wot gave me
Put into chafing-dish one cup milk dat bill he.didn't corned aronnd alretty,
crumbled, and one and some days I tink de bill vas goot,
cup soft bread-crumbs. Stir constantly and some days I tink it vas bad; ao one
with 8alt and
of dem days vot I tink it vas goot I
θββ ,β ®e,ted and «te milk passed him out."
absorbed serve at once.
An English paper tells of an East-end
WELSH BARKBIT.
visitor's conversation with Mrs. Haw"Where did you get that beauti0ne tablespoon of kins.
butter, one-fourth teaspoon of paprika ful black eye, Mrs. Hawkins?" ahe
wa,nQtor mushroom asked. "It were tbe result of a triflin'
Mt.un
Turn in one pound of rich haltercation with my 'usband, mum.
catsup.
and begin "Dear, dear, dear!" cried the visitor in
man your huastirring. As the cheese melts. lift the horror, "what a wicked
at all, mum," refr^uent"y. »nd when band must be!" "Not
"
'Aw·
most of the cheese ia hot, turn in erad- torted the other with dignity.
one-fourth cup of cream, kioe ia 'aaty, but 'e's a puffect gentlemen
aCCOrdlDK to the, at Vart. 1 can haaaure you that, after
be » «mooth batter 'e'd give me this black eye, 'e sat 'oldin'
brMk in tha pouring a cold frying-pan to it for bupwards of a
A
S or toaet ready on a hour, a tryin' to deduce the swellin'.
W.,
,
piece ioto tbe «"bit until little hattention like that goes a long
covered, and aerve quickly on a hot w'y toward makin' married life 'appy,
««··<·«, pour it mum, as I dessay you've found it youraelf."

entertaining

Portland Division.

Untold Agony, for
Years. Found Permanent Cure
In Urlc-O Treatment.

with the aid of a cane or crutches.
eerie· of et cetera.''
a bottle
The little boy looked puzzled. "I'm Learning of Urlc-O, I purchased
ware sprang αΡ·
and began its use. I was benefited from
not In Latin yet." be said.
to
compared
the start and after using six bottles was
"Et cetera," explained the caller,
which those ear"
entirely oured. I will gladly answer
meuns 'and so on.'
It
"means—well,
lier struggles for
correspondence from rheumatic sufferThe little boy was thonghtfnl for a
a

el,Çht,y

He Passed It.

a

new home·

ΧΪ

■

[Kill SlwsM Company.

Preferred Death
to Rheumatism.

Et Cetsra.

poor little neglected boy
whose mamma U so busy with mothand
ers' meetings and club conventions
such important matter* that she really
Suffered
hasn't time to attend to her children.

He il

"E. t c.r aaked the caller.
"Yea," suld the little boy. "If· a
had
HE colonleta
of a word. It's in a book I waa
sort
barely subdued
tbe savages that rending."
"Ob!" said the caller. "Etc. la an abthreatened their
It atanda for
when breviation. It Is Latin.

been packed by girls.
Gold leaf is packed more by the aid of
the breath than by the hands. Tbe
operation of transferring a sheet of almost transparent gold leaf from one
of place to another is so delicate that it is

e,ic®·.
!"*"
t,£Ut ^i,ed
Heat them in the chafiog-pan with

Addreas

in a metropolitan newspaper fur busy people, almost ae
ood as a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery Carrie)
rings it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news of The Daily
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper you may oe kept in close toacb
with all important news of the world at a very smaJ? cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only 11.50 per year, butyou can secure it with
your own favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

Ιηιηη'

The Wars of
Our Country

and 'weh*
A freeh egg, fall to
,·**■· requires more time
the ehell of albumen,
a° old« egg that lui lostsom*
thing by evsporatlon. Thla Is why there

BEAMED

good stock of Machine Screws Bolts Nut», Etc. Pipe, Fittings
Valve* and Plumbing Supplie». Electric Power and Light. City Water.
All in running order and doing a good busine*» in general repairing of

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

c^flng.dl«h

v^Vf

8PAÎII8H BABEBIT.

A

W. S. Jones, Executor of A. C. Jones Estate.

In one of the down town business
■treeta in Philadelphia may be aeen
CODDLED ΚΘΟβ.
a ticking from one of the upper wlndowa
th°
nearly fall of a maaaive arm aod hand, the hand graspboiling water, drop in the eggs carefolly ing a huge banner and the whole sign
cow, tarn down the iUme of tta
gilded. It ia the sign of a gold beater's
be,ow the bo"- establishment, where thousands of the
|nK point, and cook «I*. eight or ten gold sheets are turned out after having

κήτνβ κη

THE SHOP, LOT, MACHINERY, TOOLS, STOCK, AND
ENTIRE EQUIPMENT.
plumbing.

OIBL8.

SnrinW?

No.

machine work and

BT

ltd °Tb"<

Paris, Maine.

The A. C.
A well established business.
Jones Machine and Plumbing Business, situated
on Main Street. South Paris, Maine.

FINISHED

Shn»J^»·"

uated:
Crosswords:

of

THKC

BT

oLMSe.

kane

8000 Barrels a Day
Made and Sold

dealer why and how,
for free booklets.

Ask
us

made with the

MBJf,

HOUBS

centM^Tt0Jr*™t
m^h
.®

Can you show the carpenter how to
cut his board into the fewest number
of pieces which may be fitted together
Into the form of a Greek cross?—Spo-

The coarse, gritty particles in cement are practically as feeble as sand. Edison Portland Cement
is ground 10*V finer than any cement made. That
means that more sand and rock can be used, or a

FOB

POVHDBD

Chaffaif.DUh Recipes.

vô?k°

Maine.

has real cementing
know about

IS

8ΤΒΟΝΘ

CowTMw, Oxford Democrat, Sooth Paria, Me.

Î

I«. M. Ijongley,

cement

METAL

the^hotT.^ Ιβ*Βρ00α

for team.

EDISON
Portland Cement

cement

Puzzle.

Lot

I Vorway,

will be

better

463.—Carpenter's

goods. Call and see this line. JobNo
bing promptly attended to.

understand that only finely powdered
you

No.

The best of
of Plumbing Goods.
oak woodwork for closets. No old

FINEST GROUND ON THE MARKET
strength,

IL
My first Is a wagon; a wagon's ray third;
My whole Is a wagon train;
My second is only a bit of a word,
An article common and plain.
—Youth's Companion.

the year 1909 to the town of Parte and wish to
retain the Dumber they had In the year 1908,
must call and hare each dogs taxed Immediately,
a» 1 shall retain no nnmbere after May let. The
law distinctly states that all dog· must be
licensed by April let.
W. J. WHEELER, Clerk of Part·.
Utf

NOTICE.

V'Tien you

My saucy first caresses
My saucy second's trsssss.
My second goes a-salllng
And, of my whole availing
To welch the vessel's anchor,
Oft for my first will hanker.

TO OWNERS OF DOOS.
All pereon· having doge liable to be taxed In

MAINE.

NORWAY,

No. 462.—Charades.
L

At Home Office, 31 Lisbon St.,
Lewiston, every day except Fridays.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth

that be discharged the chauffeur.

Will be at his Norway office over C.
F. Ridlon's grocery store, Main St.,

—

to close out odd patterns

No. 461<—Hidden Month*.
The general commanded the soldier·
Dot to mar churches or boapltala.
I asked mamma yesterday whether 1
might eat candy.
The auto mishap riled the owner so

OOUllSt,

Carpets

Wool

Tenney,

Dr. Austin

Puzzledom.

How OoM LmI U Mad·.

HOMEMAKEBSmUMN.

indigestion

or

dyspepsia

or

s τ axe:

L-iquid Paint.
MADE IN NEW ENGLAND.

For Sale by

Frederick 61 tuenwhlte ami made oath

S. P. MAXIM & SON,
Sample Cards Free.

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Patents

Dyspepsia

to

truth of the above libel bv him signed and es|v
dally to that part of said libel In wblch he aters
to
that the residence of bit said wife Is unknown
blm and that be haa made diligent rear< n II >
Inquiry In order to ascertain tbe tame.
Before me,
II. II. BASTINGS, Juatlre of the IVac»··

(SEAL)

State ok Μλιμι:.

Oxford, en :
Supreme Judlcla! Court, In Vacation »
April 9, A. D. W
Upok the Foreuoiko Libel, ORDEKKI»,
notice to the said
That the Libelant give
Mtieliee, to appear before the Justice of our
Κιιιη
Supreme Judlclal Court, to be holden at
fonl, within and for the Count}' of Oxford,

Couhtt

or

Dksion·
Copyright· Ac.

Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
InTontlnn la probably patentable. Communie*·
ttons st net ly confidential. H A10 BOOK oa Patent·
sent free, oldest agency fur «eeunag paMnta.
A Co. reoetre
recetv
tbmuah Munn Λ
Patenta taken through
«del not tes, wit hout charge. In the

Tablets. Cernamed Rexall
no offer could be more fair, and
the offer of F. A. Shurtleff A Co. is proof
A handsomely Illustrated weekly. iMMttfr
positive that Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets eolation
a
loarnaL Tenia,
of any irteetiae
«etentiac Journal.
Terme, H ·
k·
are a dependable and infallible remedy.
the, f
IL UoVi by an aewedealem
year ; foer months,
Inasmuch as tbe medloine will cost you
nothing if it doee not benefit you we
tugto·, D. C.
urge you who are suffering witb indigestion or dyspepsia to try tbia remedy. A DU YOU WANT TO OO TO
COLLEGE? If
twenty-five cent box of Rexall Dyspep- ao we can help you. We have already put ban·
aia Tablets contains enough medicine for iire<l· through college by mean· of our plan.
Write to-day for full Information regarding onr
fifteen days' treatment. Remember lUx- offcr
of a free scholarship In any school or oolall Dyspepsia Tablet· are only sold la Imb. Adilreas, Robert J. Sherlock, <941 Eut
m
Λ
Shurtleff
P.
Parla
▲.
Co.
South
Street, New York city.
by
tainly

STATE OF MAINE.

OXFORD, M.
AprilThen personally appeared tbe above nsiur I
the

BEST FOR NEW ENQLAND.

South Parla.

FREDRICK 8LAUENWHITK.

Scientific HnerkaN.
«

—

—

New Tort

In our County of Oxfoni, the last publication to
I* 14 day· at least prior to said s«ond Tues 'ay
of Mav, 1909, that she may there an I then la
our aald Court appear and show cause, lr »ni
•he have, why the prayer of aald Libelant should
not be granted.
"
GEO. E. BIRD,
Juatlce of the Sup. Jud.
A true copy of the libel and order of coun
thereon.
Attest: CIlrtRLRS F. WHITMAN, t>r*.
11 ''
for Llbt.
U. H.

Hasting·, Aay.

&Ψ5

I

PARKER'S

HAIR BALSAMhslf.

Clnnsr· «ad bewt fitt
prooioue A laiumol

